MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 18, 4 PM
MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 6, 4 PM
SANTA ROSA CAMPUS
ROOM 4246 FRANK
P. DOYLE LIBRARY
Email knazario@santarosa.edu
for Parking Permit
Receive free brochures
call (707) 527-4372
or email
communityed@santarosa.edu

SAVE MONEY AND TREES! All of our classes are available on our website: communityed.santarosa.edu.
If you would prefer to notified of our new classes electronically (instead of by mail),
please send us an email: CommunityEd@santarosa.edu.

FREE SLIDE SHOWS!

SOUTHERN ITALY & SICILY: APRIL 26 – MAY 7, 2018
Begin in Sicily. Uncover its Moorish and Norman influences that intertwine with Greek and Roman ruins standing guard
over the landscape. Explore Agrigento’s ancient Valley of the Temples. Travel to the historic hilltop town of Taormina.
Continue on to fascinating Southern Italy. Make a stop at a local winery for an agriturismo experience complete with
wine tasting and a dinner featuring regional specialties. Explore the ancient town of “Sassi di Matera,” known for its
cave dwellings. Spend time in the town of Alberobello with its unusual cone-shaped roofed homes known as “trulli.”
Discover spectacular Mt. Etna Volcano National Park. Explore the Amalfi Coast and Sorrento. In evocative Pompeii, walk
in the footsteps of ancient Romans who perished in the foothills of Mount Vesuvius.

OVER 35 NEW CLASSES FOR FALL

Food, Travel,
Financial Planning,
Home & Garden, Art,
History, Photography,
Languages, Music,
Personal Development,
Fitness, Culture,
Customized Training
+ Online Classes!

SPECTACULAR SCANDINAVIA: AUGUST 16 – 29, 2018
This adventure brings together Scandinavia’s natural wonders, history and culture. In Denmark’s bohemian capital city, discover
why Copenhagen is dubbed the “gastro capital of Scandinavia.” Discover the genuine Swedish tradition of glassblowing, learn
about Stockholm, and dine at Fem Små Hus, a 17th-century restaurant that captures the flavor of a bygone era. Travel through
Sweden’s picturesque countryside aboard an innovative high-speed train. Tour Oslo’s remarkable Viking Ship Museum. Embark
on one of the world’s steepest train rides, the renowned Flam Railway, Experience Norway’s breathtaking fjord region as you
travel across the Sognefjord to the Briksdal Glacier. Embark on an exhilarating Geirangerfjord cruise.
MAGNIFICENT CITIES OF CENTRAL & EASTERN EUROPE: SEPT. 21 – OCT. 4, 2018
Explore the historic and culturally rich cities of the Czech Republic, Germany, Austria, Hungary and Poland. Enjoy
2-night stays, guided tours and local restaurants in Berlin, Prague, Vienna, Budapest, Krakow and Warsaw. You
choose your tour in Berlin – a traditional city tour or a Cold War focused tour featuring “Check Point Charlie.” Walk
across the spectacular Charles Bridge in Prague. Discover the picturesque Hungarian countryside. Visit the former
concentration camp of Auschwitz and conclude in Warsaw, a city with history both joyous and tragic.
FRANCE MAGNIFIQUE : OCTOBER 18 – 30, 2018
Bask in the rich culture and romance of fascinating France on a tour that explores captivating Paris, picturesque
Provence, historic Normandy and breathtaking Le Mont St. Michel. Relish a tour of two of the Loire Valley’s most
famous castles – Château du Chenonceau and Château du Clos Luce. Discover the medieval town of Chinon and city of
Avignon. Exciting experiences like a high-speed train ride through the French countryside and a spectacular evening
river cruise on the Seine bring to life the joie de vivre of this fabulous country.

http://communityed.santarosa.edu/educational-travel

The Wonders of South America • Dubai, Oman and Abu Dhabi • Italian Vistas
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SRJC – 99 Years Young and So Much To Offer You
Welcome to your community college – at 99 years young, we have
so much to offer you! SRJC has nearly 150 Community Education
classes this fall. These classes are short-term and not-for-credit (no
grades or tests) and can fit in perfectly with your busy life and varied
interests.
Now’s the time to enjoy fascinating topics like
Intuitively Communicating with Animals or
Facebook & LinkedIn for Business. How about
popular classes like Cooking Under Pressure: The
New Plant-Based Fast Food or The Fall Hiking Class?
Or one of more than 30 new classes including Street
Photography and The Art and Business of Voiceover.
Our classes are taught by knowledgeable, caring
instructors. Whether you want to explore the world,
improve your financial future, start a hobby, stay fit,
or share activities with family and friends, join us at
Santa Rosa Junior College this fall.

SRJC’s Contract Education
offers customized workforce
training programs
to meet to your
organization’s needs –
Contact us today

workforcetraining
@santarosa.edu
707-527-4811

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
MAGGIE FISHMAN
President
mfishman@santarosa.edu
(707) 792-2362
Area 2 – South County
JORDAN BURNS
Vice President
jburns@santarosa.edu
(707) 861-1124
Area 7 – West County
DOROTHY BATTENFELD
Clerk
dbattenfeld@santarosa.edu
(707) 636-4612
Areas 3, 4, 5 – Santa Rosa
DON EDGAR,
dedgar@santarosa.edu
(707) 545-3200
Areas 3, 4, 5 – Santa Rosa
JEFF KUNDE
jeff@kunde.com
(707) 282-1511
Area 1 – East County
W. TERRY LINDLEY
tlindley@agloan.com
(707) 545-1200
Area 6 – North County
MARIANA G. MARTINEZ
mmartinez@santarosa.edu
707-217-9702
Areas 3, 4, 5–Santa Rosa
SABRINA RAWSON
STUDENT TRUSTEE
c/o Student Affairs
studenttrustee@bearcubs.santarosa.edu
Term through May 2018

Training People
to Become
the World’s
Best Managers
SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP: THE SLII® EXPERIENCE™
The world’s most taught leadership model. To be a leader others want to follow, managers need to
set clear and attainable goals, provide the matching leadership style, and give appropriate feedback.
The goal of a Situational Leader is to help others develop competence, motivation, and confidence.
Situational Leadership® II (SLII®) boosts the effectiveness, impact, and dedication of leaders and
teaches them to behave in alignment with their good intentions and with what their people need.
Bringing together highly engaging classroom activities with pre- and post-tools helps reinforce, measure,
and cement learning. Short, fast-paced learning scenarios using real work problems capture learners’
attention. The outcome is that learners get up-to-speed and start using SLII faster than ever before.
SLII CONCEPTS, SEPTEMBER 26 (TUESDAY), 9 AM - 12 NOON . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $275 PLUS MATERIALS
An introduction to Blanchard’s Situational Leadership II model / concepts.
SLII EXPERIENCE, OCTOBER 4 & 5 (WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY), 9 AM - 4:30 PM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1399 PLUS MATERIALS
3 SESSION COACHING FOR SUSTAINED LEARNING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500 OPTIONAL

MANAGEMENT ESSENTIALS Essential Skills From The #1 Best-Seller
Based on the most popular book in history for new managers, The New One Minute
Manager®, the Management Essentials Program was developed specifically for leaders to
acquire the mindset and skill set to achieve success quickly and become a great manager.
MANAGEMENT ESSENTIALS, OCTOBER 17 (TUESDAY), 9 AM - 4:30 PM . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $595 PLUS MATERIALS

SITUATIONAL SELF LEADERSHIP
Improve the skills required to be a most effective individual contributor and accelerate your career. Leap
to peak performance by understanding what motivates you, build confidence, knowledge & skills.
SITUATIONAL SELF LEADERSHIP, NOVEMBER 2 (THURSDAY), 9 AM - 4:30 PM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $595 PLUS MATERIALS
GWEN CHURCHILL

DON FRANCESCHI

CHIARA KAE

DANIEL WEINZVEG

Piano Performance –
Master the Nerves!
Performing Arts

From Awful to Awesome:
Presentation Skills 101
Business Skills

Delicious, Nutritious Gluten-Free
Strategies for the Holidays
Healthy Living

The Change Agent: Community
Organizing in Action
Personal Development

Gwen Churchill help pianists of all
ages discover ease and comfort
in performing. Having to confront
her own performance anxiety
while studying in college, she
has developed techniques and a
strong philosophy about the gift of
performing. She is deeply committed
to assisting all students in decreasing
their anxiety and to building
confidence through reflection
and frequent performances.

After sitting through one too
many awful presentations,
Don’s mission became “saving
audiences one EFFECTIVE
presentation at a time.” As
a speaker, trainer, coach,
and author, Don helps
inexperienced, infrequent,
and ineffective presenters
make the transformation
from awful to AWESOME.

Chiara is fascinated by the
powerful role of food to fuel
our bodies, fortify our minds
and form our physiques. She
is passionate about making
the new nutrition science
practical, illuminating the
impact of food on genes,
moods, and digestion to guide
transformative nutrition choices.

As a community organizer,
Daniel passed numerous
supermajority tax elections
by connecting and mobilizing
unlikely allies around small to
large public and private projects.
Now, Daniel dedicates his
time to helping organizations
develop their people and
processes to be more impactful,
humane and engaging.

COM.ED.f17.JULY11.2017.indd 4-5

SITUATIONAL TEAM LEADERSHIP
Designed to help organizations establish successful, collaborative and high performing teams. This
workshop builds communication to jump start effectiveness, create trust and maximize problem-solving.
SITUATIONAL TEAM LEADERSHIP, NOVEMBER 14 (TUESDAY), 9 AM - 4:30 PM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $595 PLUS MATERIALS

POST PROGRAM SUPPORT:
All Participants Have Access to On-TheJob Resources For One Year; Coaching To
Sustain Learning Options Also Available
FOR REGISTRATION OR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT: WWW.COACH4LEADERS.COM OR TEL: 707-526-6911

7/11/17 9:51 AM

Lectures, Theatre, Films, Workshops,
Special Events, News, and Much More!
Like us on Facebook!

FALL 2017

facebook.com/santarosajc
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Community Education Office Location:
Analy Village, Bldg. C (#6 on the campus map).
Short-term limited parking is available.

Hours and Contact Information:
Monday-Friday: 9am-12:30pm & 1:30pm-5pm
Please note that the office is CLOSED on Sept. 4,
Nov. 10, Nov. 23-24, and Dec. 22-Jan. 5.
Phone: (707) 527-4372 Fax: (707) 522-2731
E-mail: communityed@santarosa.edu
Facebook: facebook.com/srjccommunityed

Mailing Address:
1501 Mendocino Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95401

Department Website:
http://communityed.santarosa.edu

Registration Website:
http://srjcce.augusoft.net

Interested in
Advertising in the Community
Education Catalog?
Various packages are available
for Fall, Spring or Summer.
For details, email
communityed@santarosa.edu

Community Education Staff: Karolina Nazario &
May Walker
Cover Design: Mike Garcia
Printer: Barlow Printing
Community Education Catalog: Jul.1, 2017 published
three times a year in April, July, and December; Sonoma
County Junior College District, 1501 Mendocino Avenue,
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-4395; Volume XIX, Issue 2.
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Registration & Policy Information
Easy Ways to Enroll
• Online: Register online 24/7 with a valid Visa, MasterCard or Discover card* at
http://srjcce.augusoft.net. All new students must create a student profile on the website
before enrolling in a class: select Sign in/Register, select Create New Profile, select Create
Profile, and then complete the profile by entering in your information. Be sure to note
your username and password. You only need to do this once. If you want to register your
family members for a class, complete a “Household” profile. You will be prompted to
add family members once you have completed your profile information. To register for
a class, click on “Courses” on the left to view all categories.
• In Person: Register at the Community Education office, Analy Village, Bldg. C (#6 on the
Santa Rosa Campus map). There is a kiosk in the lobby and a staff member will assist you
to create your student profile and register for classes.
• By Mail: Mail a registration form (page 5) with a check (made payable to SRJC) to SRJC
Community Education, 1501 Mendocino Avenue, Santa Rosa, CA 95401.
• By Phone: (707) 527-4372 during regular business hours, Monday through Friday,
9am‑12:30pm; 1:30pm-5pm (Monday-Thursday in June and July), with a valid Visa,
MasterCard or Discover card*.
*If you use your credit card (MasterCard, Visa, or Discover card): To process a credit card
payment, we need the 16-digit card number, expiration date, and the billing zip code. We can
only accept credit cards In-Person, Online, or by Phone.
In addition to the course fee, there is a $2 registration fee per transaction.

Username & Password
All new students must create a student profile in the registration system before enrolling in
a class. If you forget your username and password, you can retrieve it by clicking the ‘Forgot My
Password’ link on the Sign In page or call (707) 527-4372 or email communityed@santarosa.edu and
a staff member will assist you.

Class Confirmations & Transaction Receipts
When you register online you can view and/or print the Transaction Receipt and Class Confirmation
(which contains supplemental information; e.g., supply list). If you entered an email address in your
Student Profile, you will receive the Confirmation and Receipt via email. When you register through
the Community Education Office, in person, via phone or mail, you will receive the Transaction Receipt
and Class Confirmation via email if you provide an email address. If you do not receive them, you can
view them through your Student Profile or call the Community Education Office (707) 527-4372.

Cancellation Policy
If Community Education cancels a class, you will be notified no less than one business day prior to the
start date via email and phone. (It is important that your phone number and email are up-to-date and
functional.) There is no need to submit either the electronic Drop Form or Special Circumstance form;
a full refund will automatically be processed 4 – 6 weeks from cancellation date.

Returned Checks
A returned check does not eliminate the student’s responsibility to pay for the class. Having a
delinquency at SRJC blocks future class registrations. In addition, there is a $10 per check fee for
returned checks.

Class Changes
Community Education reserves the right to change class locations, dates and times. Students will be
contacted via phone and email prior to the scheduled meeting time with the updated information. Changes
made after the print catalog is issued will also be indicated in the Class Listing on our website as a Special
Notice.
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Registration & Policy Information
Drop and Refund Policy
1. Drop Request received by 5pm three full business days before the start of the class
When unable to attend a class for which you have registered, notify Community Education by 5pm three
(3) business days before the start of the class either by phone, email, or by completing an electronic Drop
Form. (If you are requesting to drop more than one class, please use a separate Drop Form for each class.)
Holidays and campus closures are not considered business days, so they will affect the refund schedule.
Refer to the below chart.
For class beginning

Drop/Refund must be requested by the preceding:
Fall & Spring Semesters

June & July
(the college is closed on Fridays in June & July)

Sat., Sun., or Monday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Tuesday

Thursday

Wednesday

Wednesday

Friday

Thursday

Thursday

Monday

Monday

Friday

Tuesday

Tuesday

Requests are logged on the date and time the call, email, or electronic Drop Form is submitted to Community
Education. An automatic notification e-mail will be sent to you once your request has been processed.
Refund options available:
Refund: a $10 per class processing fee will be retained ($2 registration fee is non-refundable). Refunds may
take up to 30 working days to process.
Electronic Voucher: a full refund credited to your Student Profile ($2 registration fee is non-refundable).
An electronic voucher is an electronic credit stored in your online Student Profile. It is valid for a 12-month
period from date of issue towards Community Education classes. There are no refunds after the electronic
voucher is processed.
Important information: Refunds are NOT issued for absences nor prorated for late registration. Missed
class meetings may not be made up in another class. Classes may not be audited.
2. Drop Request received less than three full business days before the start of the class
Drop Requests received less than three (3) business days prior to the class start date will not receive a refund
or an electronic voucher. Community Education is a self-supporting program, funded solely by student
registration fees. All registration payments are considered final after three (3) business days prior to the
starting date of the class.
If an emergency arises after the deadline and you are unable to attend a class for which you have registered,
notify Community Education either by email, letter or submit an electronic Special Circumstance Form. (If
you are requesting a special circumstances consideration for more than one class, please use a separate
Special Circumstance Form for each class.) Explain the situation and provide documentation; e.g., doctor’s
note. Your request will be reviewed. If approved, you may receive one of the following: a refund, an electronic
voucher, or a waiver to re-enroll in the same class within a year.

Parking Permits Required
Parking permits are necessary on SRJC campuses (Santa Rosa & Petaluma), 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. Daily permits are available for $4.00 from machines in each lot. The machines
take dollar bills, quarters, and credit cards. The following discount parking permit options are
available for courses longer than two sessions. Contact the Accounting Department at (707)
527-4973, or Nicole O’Brien at (707) 527-4504 or nobrien@santarosa.edu.
•
•
•

$10 per month Student temporary permit
$16 Weekend semester permit (Fri-Sun)
$60 Fall & Spring Student semester permit, $30 Summer Student semester permit

(707) 527-4372

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Community Education Registration Form (please print clearly)

* indicates required ﬁeld

Santa Rosa Junior College Community Education

4/11/12 11:08 AM

*Course Title

+$2.00

Learner ID#:

Complete form and mail to:			
Make checks payable to SRJC		
SRJC Community Education
1501 Mendocino Avenue			
Santa Rosa, CA 95401				

Ofﬁce Use Only

Minor Registration

For questions or information
call: (707) 527-4372 or see page 2.

Adult Registration

Incomplete forms may result 						
in a processing delay.		

Please use a separate form for
each student.				

CHK #

Parent/Guardian Approval Signature:________________________________________________________ Date: __________________

*Total:_______________

*Fee

(Both will be E-mailed automatically)

Please Mail Conﬁrmation & Receipt

Registration Fee (Mandatory)

*Start Date

I give permission for my minor child/legal ward to receive emergency ﬁrst aid treatment, as well as treatment by a nurse, physician
and/or mental health counselor.

Consent for Treatment of Minor (REQUIRED for ages 15-17):

Class ID

Email address:_________________________________________________________________

*Birthdate (MM/DD/YY): _____/_____/_____ *Day Phone:(_____)_______________ Alt. Phone:(_____)___________________

COMMUNITY.ED.ADS.4.9.12.indd 1

*Address:____________________________________________ *City:______________________ State:___ *Zip:_________

*Firstfacebook.com/santarosajc
Name:_______________________________ *Last Name:_________________________________________________

Like us on Facebook!

Lectures, Theatre, Films, Workshops,
Special Events, News, and Much More!

Ofﬁce Use Only

$ EV
CC
CHK

/
/
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Be in the know!

Community Ed Registration Form

Fall 2017

CUSTOMIZED WORKFORCE TRAINING

Customized Training
Office Administration
Workplace Skills
Computer Skills
Literacy Skills
Supervisory Training
Leadership Training

Santa Rosa Junior College’s Contract
Education provides customized
workforce training solutions to meet
the immediate needs of employers,
including assessment, on-site
customized training, seminars, and
workshops. Contract Education
specializes in developing shortand long-term training solutions
designed collaboratively with input
from the employer and our
training experts. Contract
Education is ready to respond to
your organization’s training needs
with a customized solution–
whenever and wherever assistance
is needed.

The Office of Community and Contract Education
workforcetraining@santarosa.edu 707-527-4811
(707) 527-4372
COM.ED.x17.APRIL12.2017.indd 6
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Instructor Spotlight: Angelina Martin
Angelina is a QuickBooks Certified Pro-Advisor with over 20 years of
bookkeeping & business management experience. Her first profit
margin calculations began at the age of 10 & she never looked back!
Graduating from the Maritime Academy taught her how to lead and
more importantly how to follow; how to communicate and how to listen.
Starting at the roots to learn a business from the foundation up, she
embraces an in depth understanding of what it takes to be a consultant,
to help others reach their goals and see their business ideas come to life.

Storytelling for Online Marketing & Presentations
Join us to learn how to tell a story online and/or in a presentation! Are you looking to keep your subject
matter interesting and your audience interested? Everyone and everything has a story to tell and we can
help you define and refine your subject matter. We?ll share with you tips, tricks and techniques to help your
presentations and online marketing shine!
Instructor: Angelina Martin
6943 - 1 Sat., Sep. 23, 1:30-4:30pm
1597 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $77

QuickBooks Basics - Beginner
This class is for the beginning QuickBooks 2017
Desktop user who wants to understand the very
basics of the program in a generalized format. In
this lecture-demonstration class you will learn
how to back up a company file, set up accounts,
pay bills, create and customize invoices & so much
more. No prior knowledge of QB needed. Beginner
to intermediate computer skills required. Additional
info provided upon registration.
Instructor: Angelina Martin
6865 - 1 Wed., Sep. 13, 6-8pm
1692 Emeritus Hall 1501 Medocino Ave., Santa
Rosa
FEE: $79 (includes $5 of materials)

QuickBooks Basics
- Intermediate
Join us to continue this fast-paced 2017 QuickBooks
(Desktop) learning adventure! In this lecture/
demonstration class we’ll continue to build on
the QB Beginner class foundation by going indepth to learn more about those course topics in
addition to password set up and removal, account
customization, memorized transactions, create and
customize invoices, and so much more! Recommend
QB Basics Beginner class prerequisite. Beginner to
intermediate computer skills required. Additional info
provided upon registration.
Instructor: Angelina Martin
6866 - 1 Wed., Sep. 20, 6-8pm
1519 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $79 (includes $5 of materials)

QuickBooks Online - Beginner Classroom Edition
Want to learn more about QuickBooks Online? Join us in the classroom for a fast-paced learning adventure!
This class is for the beginning QBO user, who already has their account set up & wants to understand the
very basics of the program. Topics include managing company settings & users, connecting accounts
online, lists & classes, creating & formatting invoices, billable charges, enter & pay bills, write & print checks,
customizing reports & so much more!
Instructor: Angelina Martin
6867 - 1 Wed., Oct. 11, 6-8pm
1614 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $79 (includes $5 of materials)
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Automotive - Aviation
Bar 2017: Smog Check Technician Update
This Bureau of Automotive Repair (BAR) training course is designed
to update smog check technicians on new automotive technology
and emission testing procedures that affect California’s Smog Check
vehicle inspection program. Both initial applicants seeking a license
and currently licensed Smog Check technicians must successfully
complete this course prior to obtaining or renewing their license
after January 1, 2017, and before December 31, 2018. Additional info
provided upon registration.
Instructor: Clifford Norton is a certified BAR instructor and has been an
instructor in the Automotive Technology department at SRJC since 1991.
6945 - 1 Fri., Sep. 8, 6-9pm
& 2 Sat., Sep. 9 & 16, 9am-4:30pm
2320 Lounibos Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $228 (includes $50 of materials)

Make Extra Income as a Wholesale Auto Dealer From Home
Learn how to generate $4,000-$8,000 per month buying and selling wholesale cars as a home-based business
and purchase your favorite vehicles 40%-70% below retail. You will learn six techniques that create profits
and cash flow. FREE list of 300+ dealer-only auctions in the USA. Benefits include dealer plates for vehicles,
auto parts at wholesale prices with no sales tax, do business in every state, import and export opportunities,
tax deductions, and dealers don’t pay registration or smog on inventory. No minor registration allowed.
Bring your driver license to class. This class is DMV approved. Students will receive a DMV pre-license certificate of
completion after successful completion of the class exam. This certificate of completion allows students to take
the dealer license exam.
Instructor: Wayne Williams has been an auto dealer for 9 years; insurance broker licensed since 2006; education
provider through the DMV Occupational Licensing Program since 2008.
6914 - 1 Sun., Dec. 3, 10am-5pm
1596 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $91 (includes $20 of materials)
AVIATION

Private Pilot Ground School Course
If you are working on your pilot’s license or planning to work on your pilot’s license, if you are a flying
companion or just interested in learning about aviation, this course will introduce students to aviation
opportunities, pilot training requirements, airplane systems, aerodynamic principles, the flight environment,
flight planning and human factors. Students studying for the private pilot airmen written test will obtain
the necessary aeronautical knowledge and meet the prerequisites specified in Federal Aviation Regulations
(FAR) Part 61.
Instructor: Barbara O’Grady & Marc Ashton
Barbara is a Certified Flight Instructor and airplane owner. She
has 30 years’ experience in the international airline industry and
specializes in Human Factors in aviation..

6874 - 13 Thu., Aug. 24-Nov. 16, 7-9:30pm
211 Kathleen Doyle Hall, Petaluma Campus
FEE: $175

(707) 527-4372

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Dental
Infection Control Course for Unlicensed Dental Assistants
This 8 hour Dental Board of California approved course meets the requirement mandated by the Board that
dental assistants hired after January 1, 2010 and employed by a dentist for 120 days or more shall successfully
complete a board-approved course in infection control within a year of the date of employment. The didactic
portion will be presented in the morning session and the hands-on clinical application of infection control
will be presented in the afternoon session. Review longer Web description prior to registering. Additional info
provided upon registration.
Instructor: Linda Paquette & Jennifer Poovey
Linda Paquette is a full-time faculty in the Santa Rosa Junior College Dental Programs. She is the lead faculty for radiology for the Dental
Assisting and Dental Hygiene Programs.
Jennifer Poovey has taught at SRJC for eleven years as adjunct faculty and full time faculty in the Dental Assisting and Dental Hygiene
Programs.

6849 - 1 Sat., Sep. 16, 8am-5pm
4024 Race Building, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $325 (includes $13 of materials)

Radiation Safety Course

RDA Practical Exam Review

This Dental Board of California-approved course
includes both didactic and clinical application of
X-ray safety, film and digital exposure, processing
and evaluation. Participants must be currently
employed with three months experience as a dental
assistant. Review longer Web description prior to
registering. Additional info provided upon registration.

This is an 8-hour course that allows the student to
practice the three functions the RDA candidate must
complete during the RDA Practical Exam using the
rating scale and scoring criteria provided by the
Dental Board of California. This course is for the
student who has completed an advanced dental
procedures course and has already performed the
duties in a pre-clinical and a clinical setting as an
intern. No certificate awarded at completion of
course.

Instructor: Linda Paquette
6848 - 1 Fri., Oct. 13, 5-7pm
& 1 Sat. & 1 Sun., Oct. 14 & 15, 8am-5pm
& 1 Sat., Oct. 21, 8-11am
4024 Race Building, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $402 (includes $60 of materials)
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Instructor: Jennifer Poovey
6957 - 1 Sat., Oct. 28, 8am-5pm
4024 Race Building, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $301 (includes $30 of materials)
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Professional Skills
People First: Creating Powerful Relationships in the Workplace
People First will give you tools to create stronger relationships as a foundation for healthier families,
communities, and workplaces. The course includes creating an acceptance-base for relationship, “5th level
listening,” how to truly impart value to others and build trust, discovering the hidden treasure in a crisis,
making healthy boundaries your superpower, and much more.
Instructor: Ron Redmon has over 40 years’ experience in health care as a nursing assistant, EMT, and Registered Nurse. 30
of those years he worked at the Cancer Unit and Palliative Care Unit at St. Joseph Memorial Hospital in Santa Rosa.
6936 - 3 Sat., Oct. 7-21, 9am-12pm
4035 Race Building, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $92 (includes $10 of materials)

From Awful to Awesome:
Presentation Skills 101

Business Etiquette: The Secret
Protocols of Getting Ahead

Have you ever attended an awful presentation? Was
it yours? If you are an inexperienced, infrequent,
or ineffective presenter--or if just the thought of
speaking in front of a group makes your legs buckle-this class is for you! Public speaking can be scary,
so join us to learn the tools and techniques used
by AWESOME presenters, and have some fun along
the way. Let’s save the world--one presentation at
a time!

What?s holding you back from your career goals?
According to a Forbes article, the majority of
employers believe that entry-level graduates
aren?t prepared for the working world, and 80% of
employers struggle to find graduates with the soft
skills they need. Through real-world examples and
entertaining hands-on exercises - in a comfortable,
stress-free classroom environment - you?ll learn
the interpersonal skills you need to get ahead at
work? and in life.

Instructor: Don Franceschi been a Toastmasters keynote
speaker, a trainer, and a District Humorous Speech
Contest Finalist. He is the author of the Amazon Best
Seller, FROM AWFUL TO AWESOME: 9 ESSENTIAL TOOLS FOR
EFFECTIVE PRESENTATIONS.

6928 - 1 Sat., Sep. 23, 9am-1pm
1596 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $86 (includes $15 of materials)
6929 - 1 Sat., Oct. 20, 9am-1pm
658 Call Building, Petaluma Campus
FEE: $86 (includes $15 of materials)

(707) 527-4372

Instructor: Alethea Brown worked in public relations,
marketing and project management in San Francisco
and New York. Her networking skills, business finesse, and
ability to connect with people attracted her to positions
with the Tribeca Film Festival, Rooftop Films in Brooklyn,
and the inaugural Napa Valley Film Festival. .
6969 - 2 Tue., Oct. 3 - 10, 6:30pm-9:30pm
1614 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $68

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Professional Skills
Just Sell It! How to Sell Your Better Mousetrap
Learn the 4 steps to get your product on the shelf at retail. Identify what each level of distribution wants from
you. Understand the advantages of shelf over online. Learn the 7 steps to a successful instore demonstration.
Learn the realities behind the 3 biggest popular myths that can cause failure. You will discover your goals for
acquisition. Learn store visit street smarts and what to look for. Feel more confident about the next steps.
Instructor: Michael Houlihan & Bonnie Harvey are the founders of Barefoot Wine. NYTs Bestselling Authors, Speakers,
Trainers, Media Guests, regular contributors to The Business Journal & Entrepreneur, and spoke at over 50 Entrepreneurship
schools.
6952 - Self-paced Online
FEE: $99

Wine and Beer - from Paper - navigating compliance issues
to turn your passion into a properly licensed venture
While making wine or beer might be fun, the industry is highly regulated, and navigating the agencies can
be frustrating, Whether you are making the leap to the commercial ranks, or new to the industry looking to
gain knowledge, this class looks at establishing and maintaining licensing in the industry, as well as required
reporting and growing your business through licensing in other states
Instructor: David Sandri has been in various parts of the wine industry for 27 years. His experience ranges from retail wine
buyer, broker, wholesaler, tasting room management, vineyard operations, winery operation, logistics, and regulatory
issues.
6939 - 2 Mon. & 2 Wed., Sep. 11 - 20, 6-8:30pm
1901 Bech Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $118 (includes $6 of materials)

California State Notary Public: Test Preparation and Review
Learn to become a notary public and pass the state exam. Topics include how to identify and match
people to their documents, ensuring that the situation allows notarization, and a review of the applicable
state laws. Class fee includes all handouts and a certificate of completion. This course has been approved
by the California Secretary of State and meets the mandatory notary education requirement outlined in
Government Code section 8201. Participants must bring a government issued photo ID to the class. Students will
not be admitted if they arrive more than 15 minutes late. 2X2 color passport photos and Livescan fingerprinting
can be purchased on day of class. Review longer web description prior to registering. For questions, contact kim@
californianotaryacademy.com. Additional info provided upon registration.
Instructor: California Notary Academy - Kim Sharon has more than 20 years of management and tutorial experience
spanning both corporate and start-up environments. Kim currently owns and teaches for California Notary Academy.
6984 - 1 Sat., Oct. 14, 8am-6pm
1588 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $113 (includes $15 of materials)
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Professional Skills
The Art and Business of Voiceover
Have people always said you have a great voice for radio or
TV? Well, now is the time to find out. You may have taken a
short intro to Voiceover class, but this will be total immersion,
and in a real recording studio. Voiceactor and owner of
Zone Recording, Blair Hardman, will coach you in all the VO
styles, and you will leave with a recording of yourself doing
commercials, narration and audiobooks.
Instructor: Blair Hardman has been a national voiceactor and
voiceover teacher and humorist for 30 years, and has voiced and
produced hundreds of radio and TV spots, video narration, songs
and audio books.
6964 - 4 Sat., Oct. 7-28, 1-4pm
Zone Recording, 7884 Old Redwood Hwy, Cotati
FEE: $190

The Art of Selling Art
This is a comprehensive sales program oriented to the individual artist and
art dealer. Be prepared for an exciting, fun-filled day of lively lecture and inclass games. You will learn how to sell art to individual clients, collectors, and
corporations. Robert Dvorák, a successful California artist, will demonstrate
what works and what doesn’t work so that by the end of the workshop,
you can begin selling--and prospering--immediately, with confidence and
self-assurance.
Instructor: Robert Dvorak
6912 - 1 Fri., Oct. 27, 6-10pm
1588 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $67 (includes $2 of materials)

How to Become a Cruise Ship Speaker
This class will teach students to become a guest speaker on major cruise lines. Topics will include what
skills and experience are needed to qualify and how and where to apply, including a contact list. We will
also include what to expect after you are accepted as a speaker. Cruise lines are looking for “edutainment”
for their passengers so the class will also cover how to give lively and entertaining talks. Samples of actual
cruise line talks will be shown to give ideas of what works and what doesn’t. Additional resources will be
provided as well as time for questions and answers.
Instructor: Jacqua Miller is a former Recreation Center and Senior Center Director. She has traveled widely and has been
giving talks on Cruise Ships since 2002.
6916 - 1 Sat., Oct. 21, 9:30am-1pm
1597 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $77

(707) 527-4372

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Prof. Skills - Computer & Technology
eBay Selling Series
Take both eBay selling classes at a discount.
Instructor: Kevin Boyd, M.B.A., M.S., a former Bell Labs engineer and Vice President of a market leading
cardiology software company, is a multi award-winning eBay Education Specialist, published eBay author
and the technical editor for The Complete Idiot’s Guide to eBay.
F17-001 - 1 Mon., Oct. 9, 6-9pm
1696 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
& 1 Tue., Oct. 10, 6-9pm
1596 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $125

eBay 1 - The Basics of Selling
Learn how to set up an eBay Seller account, create
successful eBay listings, upload photos and accept
credit card payments with PayPal. Course includes
selling ‘Tips, Tricks and the Traps’ to avoid, how
to determine shipping costs, where to get FREE
shipping supplies, how to print shipping labels from
your home computer and get FREE home pickup.
Optional eBooks available for purchase after class.
Lecture format.

eBay 2 - Advanced
Selling Strategies
Learn the ‘Insider Tips and Strategies’ that will
draw the most bids, maximize sales and beat your
competition. Covers how to find a profitable niche,
what to sell, what to avoid and how to use Drop
Shippers to minimize inventory costs. Includes eBay
research, marketing and photography tips, and how
to sell Antiques and Collectibles and large items you
don’t want to ship.

Instructor: Kevin Boyd

Instructor: Kevin Boyd

6876 - 1 Mon., Oct. 9, 6-9pm
1696 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $69

6946 - 1 Tue., Oct. 10, 6-9pm
1596 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $69

COMPUTER & TECHNOLOGY

Create a Website for Fun, Profit & Business

No programming required! Discover easy-to-use, drag & drop design tools that can build your personal
or small business website in 60 minutes. Covers SEO, social media marketing, how to optimize your site
for smart phones and the tips and traps of website design. Plus how to create money generating Affiliate
websites. Optional eBooks available for purchase after class. Taught by a multi award-winning instructor
and published author from Seattle. Lecture.
Instructor: Kevin Boyd
6875 - 1 Wed., Oct. 11, 6-9:30pm
1519 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $69
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Computer & Technology
Introduction to Excel
Excel is the standard by which all other spreadsheet
programs are judged. Although Excel provides a
wealth of powerful features, it is easy to learn and
use. Topics include data entry, formatting, formulas,
relative and absolute references, and charts. Excel is
the most popular spreadsheet program available for
Windows. Take this class and give yourself a chance
to see why! This course covers Excel 2010 and 2013.
Instructor: Robert Caruso is an instructor for SRJC and
SSU.
6923 - 1 Fri., Sep. 8, 1-8pm
644 Call Building, Petaluma Campus
FEE: $91 (includes $1 of materials)

Intermediate Excel
Excel is capable of doing much more than totaling
numbers or printing reports. Commands like 3D
formulas, subtotals, and database management
let you take advantage of some of Excel’s most
powerful features. Intermediate Excel is a handson class designed to give participants practice
with Excel commands and features, including 3D
formulas, the IF function, filtering a list, subtotals,
pivot tables, lookups and goal seek. This is not an
introductory level class. This course covers Excel 2010
and 2013.
Instructor: Robert Caruso
6911 - 1 Fri., Sep. 22, 1-5pm
644 Call Building, Petaluma Campus
FEE: $76 (includes $1 of materials)

QuickBooks Basics Beginner (See Pg. 6)
Instructor: Angelina Martin

Using Your iPhone and
iPad for Beginners
Your iPhone and iPad can do so much; learn their
full potential! This course is for people who have
an iPhone or iPad and want to learn how to use
it or become more comfortable with it. Learn
features such as the phone’s capabilities, finding
and downloading new applications, using Siri,
using FaceTime to see your friends and relatives.
Master the built in applications, such as Safari, Mail,
Messages, Photos, Camera, and Calendar. The latest
iPhone and iOS will be covered. Bring your iPhone
or iPad, know your Apple ID and password. Additional
info provided upon registration.
Instructor: Richard Lazovick has a BS-EE from Cornell
University and an MBA from Berkeley’s Haas School of
Business.

6865 - 1 Wed., Sep. 13, 6-8pm
1692 Emeritus Hall , Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $79 (includes $5 of materials)

6977 - 3 Wed., Oct. 4-18, 6-9pm
4246 Frank P. Doyle Library
Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $133 (includes $6 of materials)

QuickBooks Basics Intermediate (See Pg. 6)

Using Your Android Phone
or Tablet for Beginners

Instructor: Angelina Martin
6866 - 1 Wed., Sep. 20, 6-8pm
1519 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $79 (includes $5 of materials)

Your Android based Smartphone and Tablet can
do so much; learn their full potential! This course is
for people who have a Samsung or other Android
based smartphone or tablet. Learn features such
as configuring your screen, moving icons, using
widgets, Mail, Messaging, browsing the web,
Photos, Camera and Calendar.

QuickBooks Online - Beginner
Classroom Edition (See Pg. 6)
Instructor: Angelina Martin
6867 - 1 Wed., Oct. 11, 6-8pm
1614 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $79 (includes $5 of materials)

(707) 527-4372

Instructor: Richard Lazovick

6978 - 3 Wed., Nov. 1-15, 6-9pm
4246 Frank P. Doyle Library, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $136 (includes $6 of materials)

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Facebook & LinkedIn for Business
In order for your business to thrive online, you need to have an intimate understanding of how to promote
on the largest communication tools on the planet. Learn about personal branding, creating business pages,
understanding analytics, and types of content sharing. We will cover timing for posts, time management,
and advertising. This class is designed for business owners, marketers, and other professionals wanting to
use Facebook and LinkedIn for business. Includes lab time. Bring your passwords.
Instructor: Kerry Rego is a social media trainer, technology consultant, author, and speaker working with individuals,
businesses, government, and non-profits. Kerry is the author of The Social Media Starter Kit and What You Don’t Know
About Social Media CAN Hurt You: Take Control of Your Online Reputation.
6891 - 3 Thu., Sep. 7-21, 6-9:30pm
2803 Maggini Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $83 (includes $5 of materials)

Using Pinterest & Instagram to Visually Impact Your Bottom Line
The web is overwhelmingly visual and if you aren’t using these tools, your audience can’t ‘see’ you. Learn how
to use Pinterest and Instagram to promote your business using pictures, video, and links. You will learn how
pin and post, understand your analytics, get more followers, optimize for search, use hashtags, and drive sales.
This class is designed for business owners and marketers. Bring your passwords. Includes hands-on lab time.
Instructor: Kerry Rego
6892 - 2 Thu., Oct. 26 & Nov. 2, 6-8pm
2803 Maggini Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $75 (includes $5 of materials)

Online Marketing: How to Promote Your Business on the Internet
Whether you’re new to operating on the Internet, or you’re looking for ways to improve traffic to your website,
this introductory class covers the basics of e-marketing. Learn how to work with the Internet, choosing the
online tools that are worthwhile for you to optimize your online marketing. You’ll learn: essentials to high
impact, high response websites; online advertising; email marketing; social media; and metrics (measures)
to determine how well your website strategy is working.
Instructor: Cathy Balach is a Professor of small business and marketing. She’s founded two businesses and has hands-on
experience with online business, marketing strategy, and communications.
6979 - 1 Sat., Oct. 21, 10am-3pm
2702 Maggini Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $99 (includes $2 of materials)
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Culture & History
HerStory: Women Artists of the 1700s & 1800s
This course will examine the art and biographies of women from the Rococo through Impressionist eras. In
the 1700s, aristocratic women enjoyed economic and political power, and they championed female artists,
such as Vigée-Lebrun. The French Revolution brought a backlash against women in the public realm and
resulted in a dearth of women artists. By the end of the 1800s, there were again significant women artists,
notably the Impressionist painters, Berthe Morisot and Mary Cassatt.
Instructor: Teresa Martinelli has a Master’s Degree in Art History from UC Davis and has taught at SRJC for over 25 years.
6937 - 3 Wed., Sep. 6-20, 6-8pm
708 Analy Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $98 (includes $1 of materials)

History of the California
Dream, 1850-present

The Exotic World of
Southeast Asia

The California of Americans’ historical imagination –
of adventure, opportunity, and happiness –and the
California of historical fact – with its struggles and
hardships -- have had strikingly discordant effects
on the larger American historical narrative. This
course explores California’s historical mythology
through artifacts of popular culture including films,
songs, and journalistic sources as well as sources that
reveal the gritty realities of fires, floods, earthquakes,
and gangs. Course meetings will include lecture,
discussion, and hands-on activities.

Burma, Thailand, Brunei in Borneo, Bali and the rest
of fragrant Indonesia, Singapore, and scenic Viet
Nam are among the most fascinating lands on the
planet. This course introduces cultures, religions,
languages, geography, and histories of these vibrant
but less known lands. Students are invited to join
veteran Southeast Asia luxury cruise ship lecturer Dr.
Bob Kirk to explore what he considers the world’s
most exotic destinations.

Instructor: Elizabeth du Plessis holds a PhD in U.S. History
and has taught History as an adjunct instructor at SRJC.

Instructor: Dr. Robert Kirk has lectured aboard luxury
cruises in Southeast Asia for several decades and brings
his passion for exotic cultures to his renowned presentations.

6900 - 4 Thu., Sep. 14-Oct. 5, 6-8pm
1597 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $85 (includes $1 of materials)

6938 - 4 Mon., Sep. 18-Oct. 9, 6-8pm
1592 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $132 (includes $1 of materials)

The Great Bridges - A History of Engineering
This course explores some of the great bridges and how they changed the course of civilization. Learn the
role of engineering in the development of bridge technology from earliest to modern time. Learn how wood,
stone, concrete, iron and steel have influenced the design of bridges and created some of the worlds most
spectacular structures. Learn about the builders and how they overcame the challenges to build revolutionary
new structures that continue to inspire today
Instructor: Allan Tilton is a licensed Civil and Traffic Engineer and tries to bring engineering to life by showing how everyday engineering problems were solved by ancient engineers.
6941 - 4 Mon., Oct. 16-Nov. 6, 6-8:30pm
1696 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $177 (including $2 of materials)

(707) 527-4372
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Culture & History
Down, Set, Hut! An inside
Look at Football, Rules,
Strategies and Lingo

Finding your Mexican
Ancestors: An Introduction
to Mexican Genealogy

Football is ‘the’ sport of the Fall and it comes with
its own language, strategy and rules. This course
will look at them all while incorporating the fun
and excitement of weekly games, both professional
and college. Mike Hegedus has covered football for
decades as a journalist and played it as a high school
and college athlete. His list of contacts in the sports
world will bring an interesting list of guest speakers
to the classroom

Have you wanted to learn more about your Mexican
ancestors, such as where did they live, or maybe
even who came over from Spain? Genealogy is a
fun, engrossing and intriguing hobby where you
can spend as little or as much money as you like.
In this class we’ll look at the basics of Mexican
genealogy: how to get started, online resources, tips
and strategies, Hispanic genealogical communities
and more.

Instructor: Mike Hegedus has spent over four decades
as a television news and sports correspondent for ABC,
NBC and CBS. His last posting was at CNBC, the business
network.

Instructor: Laura Gonzalez is an educator by profession,
with over 24 years of classroom experience in various
grades and teaching various subjects.

6987 - 6 Thu., Sep. 21-Oct. 26, 6-8pm
1614 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $144

6907 - 1 Sat., Oct. 7, 9:30am-3pm
2806 Maggini Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $86 (includes $1 of materials)

Cinema & Psyche: The Art of Memory
Memory is one of the abiding mysteries of human consciousness. Both movies and memory weave imagery
and storytelling into moving pictures. Join us as we explore the deep creative kinship between film, memory,
dream, and myth. Study, watch, and discuss six masterful films rooted in memory. Learn how film technique
conveys symbolic material and multiple layers of metaphor and meaning. The Manchurian Candidate, The
Sweet Hereafter, Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind.
Instructor: Terry Ebinger, MS, has worked for over three decades as a depth psychological educator, mentor, dream
consultant, and multidisciplinary group leader.
6950 - 6 Thu., Sep. 28 - Nov. 9, 6:30-9:30pm
1691 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
Skip Dates: 10/19/2017
FEE: $135

The Documentarian’s Guide to Making “Santa
Rosa: The Chosen Spot of all the Earth…”
Celebrated television documentarian Don Cambou will show his film, “Santa Rosa: The Chosen Spot…” Then
tell students exactly how it was made. He’ll address budget, financing, outline, shooting, writing, animation,
editing, narration, music, and distribution. He’ll be joined the second evening by beloved journalist Gaye
LeBaron to discuss what was left out of the film and why. Every student will be given a DVD of the film. You’ll
never view a documentary in the same way again.
Instructor: Don Cambou & Gaye LeBaron
Don Cambou’s career highlights include: Executive producing of the anthology technology series “Modern Marvels” for the History Channel, “Biography” for A&E, “Intimate Portrait” for Lifetime, and
other specials for History, Discovery, A&E, and Court TV.
Gaye LeBaron is a Santa Rosa journalist and historian.

6961 - 1 Tue. & 1 Thu., Nov. 7 & 9, 6-9pm
2708 Maggini Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $99
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Survival Italian:
5-Day Intensive
Enjoy this quick and easy way to learn this expressive
language to enhance your long-awaited travels
or simply speak it for pleasure. Italian is flexible,
romantic, and useful. Class will emphasize practical
conversation (no books, no tests, no grades), plus
provide helpful travel advice - all in just five days!
Learn correct pronunciation, easy phrases for hotels,
transportation, shopping, and eating out for un
buon viaggio delizioso!

Beginner’s Survival Italian
Learning a language promotes brain fitness! Have
fun learning this expressive language to enrich your
long-awaited travels or simply speak it for pleasure.
Italian is flexible, romantic, and useful. Class will
emphasize practical conversation (no books, no
tests, no grades), plus provide helpful travel advice.
Learn correct pronunciation, easy phrases for hotels,
transportation, shopping, and eating out. Nancy’s
personal stories will help you laugh and learn. Note:
this class is geared to beginners.
Instructor: Nancy Chien-Eriksen
6980 - 8 Mon., Sep. 25-Nov. 13, 6:45-9:15pm
1692 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $115 (includes $12 of materials)

Italian 1.5 Conversational
Italian: Speaking More
and Entering Italy
For those who have taken a beginning course, the
Italian 1.5 course focuses on increasing mastery of
the past tense, and the 100 key verbs. The course
also focuses on Italian culture, 60 expressive
gestures Italians love using; and little-known aspects
of many of Italy’s regions. The course fee covers a
Course Reader. For more information, or questions
about your level of Italian, contact the instructor at
davehen@sonic.net before registering. Once registered,
students must email instructor to receive course
materials before the first class. Additional info provided
upon registration.
Instructor: Dave Henderson has a PhD in Italian and has
taught at the SRJC for 32 years. He travels frequently to
Italy and has his own translation business, working with
many Italian wineries.
6888 - 6 Thu., Sep. 28-Nov. 2, 6-8pm
1518 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $116 (includes $9 of materials)

(707) 527-4372

Instructor: Nancy Chien-Eriksen graduated magna cum
laude in Art History and Italian from UCLA and attended
fine art academies in Venice and Florence.
6982 - 2 Wed. & 2 Fri., Sep. 6-15, 6:30-9:00pm
& 1 Sat., Sep. 9, 9:30am-4pm
211 Kathleen Doyle Hall, Petaluma Campus
FEE: $107 (includes $12 of materials)

Survival Italian II
Learning more language actually benefits the brain!
This class is for those who have survived basic
Survival Italian and would like further practical
conversation and practice. We will review plus
introduce more vocabulary, verb forms including
present and past tense, and useful dialogs geared for
the traveler. Have fun with easy interactions, saying
and songs. Note: Willing beginners are welcome to
enroll and will need earlier hand-out ($10) which will
be available in class.
Instructor: Nancy Chien-Eriksen
6981 - 8 Tue., Sep. 26-Nov. 14, 6:45-9:15pm
1626 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $111 (includes $12 of materials)

Conversing Fluently
about Italy
You have a decent grasp of Italian but would like
conversation practice. This course is almost all
conversation! Topics will be: Young people in Italy &
their challenges; Immigrants: how they are changing
Italy; The good, the bad, and the ugly: trends in
Italian diet; The closed fist: a country founded on
the family. Students will be given materials & use
them in various conversation class activities. The
course will review student-selected grammar topics.
Instructor: Dave Henderson
6960 - 5 Thu., Nov. 9-Dec. 14, 6-8pm
1520 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
Skip Dates: 11/23/2017
FEE: $109 (includes $9 of materials)

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Languages
Beginning Spanish for
the True Beginner I

Beginning Spanish for
the True Beginner II

This class is the first step for students interested
in learning Spanish. Students will develop basic
vocabulary for themes studied in an interactive
and comfortable environment. Through games,
music, paired and group activities, dictations,
creation of dictionaries and books; students will
comprehend, ask and answer basic questions and
follow classroom instructions in Spanish.

This second introductory class will prepare students,
when ready, to transition to an academic Beginning
Spanish class where the structures of the language
are taught. Students will continue to develop basic
vocabulary for new themes studied in an interactive
and comfortable environment. Through games,
music, paired and group activities, dictations,
creation of dictionaries and books; students will
comprehend, ask and answer basic questions and
follow classroom instructions in Spanish. Contact
instructor for placement information

Instructor: Jill Libnic began learning Spanish as a second
language in 1994 with the goal of becoming bilingual
and bi-literate.
6901 - 7 Mon., Aug. 21-Oct. 16, 4:25-6:10pm
105 Heritage Hall, Southwest Santa Rosa Center
950 S. Wright Road, Santa Rosa
Skip Dates: 8/28/2017, 9/4/2017
FEE: $135 (includes $15 of materials)

Instructor: Jill Libnic
6902 - 7 Mon., Oct. 23-Dec. 4, 4:25-6:10pm
105 Heritage Hall, Southwest Santa Rosa Center
FEE: $135 (includes $15 of materials)

Beginning Spanish
This Spanish course is designed for beginners who want to learn how to understand, speak, read and write
in Spanish. A wide range of hands-on activities and teaching techniques will be used to help students
at multiple beginning levels learn how to interact in Spanish in social, academic, and cultural situations.
Instruction will be in an interactive format. Required text: Practical Spanish Grammar: A Self-Teaching Guide,
Second Edition, Marcial Prado: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (~ $20) ISBN-13: 978-0-471-13446-6
Instructor: Patricia Young
6881 - 8 Mon., Aug. 21-Oct. 16, 4:30-6pm
106 Heritage Hall, Southwest Santa Rosa Center
950 S. Wright Road, Santa Rosa
Skip Dates: 9/4/2017
FEE: $119

6882 - 8 Mon., Oct. 23-Dec. 11, 4:30-6pm
106 Heritage Hall, Southwest Santa Rosa Center
950 S. Wright Road, Santa Rosa
FEE: $119

Spanish Immersion
This Spanish immersion class has been designed to further a student’s ability to speak the Spanish language
with ease. This class is taught ENTIRELY in Spanish. Students should have successfully completed at least
one semester of Spanish before taking this class. Through immersion, students will be participating in
various types of activities with students at or above their level in the second language (L2). The first day is
an orientation and English will be spoken.
Instructor: Patricia Young is a native of Argentina and has traveled and lived throughout South America. Trained in immersion
techniques, she has taught Spanish classes for SRJC over the past 32 years.
6879 - 1 Fri., Oct. 20, 6-8pm
& 1 Sat. & 1 Sun., Oct. 21 & 22, 9am-2pm
106 Heritage Hall, Southwest Santa Rosa Center
950 S. Wright Road, Santa Rosa
FEE: $119
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Advanced Spanish

Intermediate Spanish
This Spanish course is designed for the intermediate
student who wants to learn how to understand,
speak, read and write in Spanish. A wide range of
hands-on activities and teaching techniques will
be used to help students at multiple intermediate
levels learn how to interact in Spanish in social,
academic, and cultural situations. Instruction will
be in an interactive format. Required text: Practical
Spanish Grammar: A Self-Teaching Guide, Second
Edition, Marcial Prado: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (~ $20)
ISBN-13: 978-0-471-13446-6.
Instructor: Patricia Young
6877 - 8 Tue., Aug. 22.-Oct. 17, 4:30-6pm
106 Heritage Hall, Southwest Santa Rosa Center
950 S. Wright Road, Santa Rosa
Skip Dates: 9/5/2017
FEE: $135
6878 - 8 Tue., Oct. 24-Dec. 12, 4:30-6pm
106 Heritage Hall, Southwest Santa Rosa Center
950 S. Wright Road, Santa Rosa
FEE: $135

Intermediate Spanish II
This course is designed for intermediate to advanced
students who are not ready to transition to
the advanced level. We will read short stories,
short novels and articles of interest, as well as
listen to native speakers in audio format. The
secondary focus of this class is on higher level
grammatical structures such as the subjunctive
mood and compound tenses. The instructor works
individually with students through journal writing
and observation to support the expansion of their
Spanish. To assure that the student is registered in the
correct level, contact the instructor, Patricia Young,
at 707-874-3862. Required texts: Advanced Spanish
Grammar: A Self-Teaching Guide, Second Edition, by
Marcial Prado ISBN-13: 978-0-471-13448-0.

This course is designed for students whose level
of Spanish allows them to navigate complex text
and extended conversation with support. The class
is conducted entirely in Spanish. Students will use
literature and expository texts from international
journals and articles to challenge and enhance oral
communication. Students will debate issues ranging
from culture to politics, analyze character and plot
development and write on a variety of topics.
Grammar is addressed in context as questions arise.
To assure that the student is registered in the correct
level, contact the instructor, Patricia Young, at 707874-3862. Required text: Advanced Spanish Grammar:
A Self-Teaching Guide, Second Edition, Marcial Prado
ISBN# 0-471-13448-0.
Instructor: Patricia Young
6884 - 8 Thu., Aug. 31-Dec. 14, 4:30-6pm
106 Heritage Hall, Southwest Santa Rosa Center
950 S. Wright Road, Santa Rosa
Skip Dates: 9/7/2017, 9/21/2017, 10/5/2017,
10/19/2017, 11/2/2017, 11/16/2017, 11/23/2017,
12/7/2017
FEE: $135

French for Travel
Planning a trip to France and want to feel ready to
go? Want to have fun learning or reviewing French
in a practical way? Then this is the interactive
class for you. Learn or review useful phrases,
basic grammar and key vocabulary to help you
converse in everyday situations while improving
your pronunciation. This course offers a practical
and comprehensive approach to learning the
most useful communication for travelers or anyone
wanting to explore the language. ‘A vos marques,
pret...partez! Bon voyage!’ This course is not for
advanced students.
Instructor: Benedicte Moens was born and raised in
northern France. She holds a degree in International Business, and has been teaching French for the past 23 years.
6967 - 4 Mon. & 4 Thu., Oct. 26-Nov. 16, 6:30-9pm
1603 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $158 (includes $2 of materials)

Instructor: Patricia Young
6883 - 8 Thu., Aug. 24-Dec 7, 4:30-6pm
106 Heritage Hall, Southwest Santa Rosa Center
950 S. Wright Road, Santa Rosa
Skip Dates: 8/31/2017, 9/14/2017, 9/28/2017,
10/12/2017, 10/26/2017, 11/9/2017, 11/23/2017,
11/30/2017
FEE: $135

(707) 527-4372

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Languages - Fitness
Speak Japanese I
Do you want to learn Japanese? Do you want to understand common greetings and phrases, and be able
to carry on a simple conversation in Japanese? This class is for the beginner. You will learn the simplest
building blocks of communication that will prepare you for traveling in Japan, hosting Japanese guests or
just learning to speak. You will not only learn the language but also become familiar with Japanese culture
and ‘the way of Japanese.’ Let’s learn together! Additional info provided upon registration.
Instructor: Kiyo Okazaki has been teaching Japanese at SRJC for more than 30 years. She holds degrees from International Christian University in Tokyo and from Indiana University.
6861 - 6 Tue., Sep. 12-Oct. 17, 6:30-9:30pm
1275 Barnett Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $102 (includes $3 of materials)

Speak Japanese II
Do you want to be able to carry on a simple conversation in Japanese? This beginning Japanese class follows
Speak Japanese I. You will continue to learn and practice simple building blocks of communication that will
prepare you for traveling in Japan, hosting Japanese guests or just learning to speak. You will not only learn
the language but also become familiar with Japanese culture and ‘the way of Japanese.’ Let’s learn together!
Additional info provided upon registration.
Instructor: Kiyo Okazaki
6862 - 6 Tue., Oct. 31-Dec. 5, 6:30-9:30pm
1596 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $102 (includes $3 of materials)
HEALTH & WELLNESS
FITNESS

Consult your physician prior to registering for any exercise program, particularly if you
have any health issues or other concerns.

Water Fitness
This aquatic body movement class uses body resistance, ‘noodles’, and hand buoys to get you into shape
(or to help you stay in shape) with minimal impact on your joints. Class is taught in SRJC’s indoor pool. Open
to all fitness levels. Additional info provided upon registration. Participants do not need to know how to swim.
Instructor: Wendy Feist & Elin Shogren
6903 - 16 Mon. & 17 Wed., Aug. 21-Dec. 13, 5:15-6:30pm
1055 Quinn Swim Center, Santa Rosa Campus
Skip Dates: 9/4/2017
FEE: $172

Yoga for Neck and Shoulders
Most Americans have misaligned posture, causing the head and shoulders to move forward. The farther
the head moves forward, the more stress there is on the neck muscles. Gravity takes its toll as people age,
increasing the forward position of the head. In this class you will learn stretches to open the chest; exercises
to tone upper back muscles; how to move your neck safely; and ways to relieve neck and shoulder tension.
Additional info provided upon registration.
Instructor: Dana Davis is a Senior Certified Balance Teacher by the Balance Center in Palo Alto, California, and is a
graduate of the 3-year Advanced Studies Program at the
Yoga Room in Berkeley (a 500-hour program).
6974 - 1 Wed., Oct. 25, 6-9pm
1519 Emeritus, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $49 (includes $1 of materials)
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Healthy Living
Transform Your Posture: Protect Your Back
Some common guidelines for good posture can actually cause stress in the spine and wear and tear on all
the joints. Come learn how to transform your posture to protect your back, prevent injuries, and lengthen
your spine. Discover how people from less industrialized parts of the world stay straight into their old age.
Your posture will improve as well! Other benefits include increased flexibility, improved balance, and greater
body awareness. You can learn how to realign yourself so that instead of fighting gravity, gravity makes you
stronger! Additional info provided upon registration.
Instructor: Dana Davis
6975 - 1 Wed., Sep. 27, 6-9pm
1519 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $45

Learn to Meditate

Meditation for Everyone

Begin a regular practice of this simple and natural
form of meditation to calm the mind, relax the
body and open the heart. Learn about the physical,
mental and spiritual benefits of meditation. We
address the nature of the mind, and how to deal
with distractions. By the end of the course students
will be less reactive to external stress, experience
enhanced intuition and become more in touch with
their creative abilities.

Anyone can meditate. By scheduling just five
minutes a day, you can begin to transform your
life. Meditation promotes a healthy immune
system, recharges energy, and creates a peaceful
state of mind. This class introduces several types
of meditation that anyone can do sitting in a
chair. Learn breathing techniques and simple ways
to enhance your sitting time while experiencing
different types of meditation.

Instructor: Ann Hayes & Jeff Collins have been teaching
and leading meditation classes and meditation programs for over ten years and both received a masters of
divinity from the Center for Spiritual Enlightenment.

Instructor: Bette Smith has studied meditation at the
Center for Spiritual Living, Sonoma Ashram and began
her study with Betty Bethards.

6897 - 10 Tue., Sep. 12-Nov. 14, 6-7pm
1588 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $88

Nutrition Solutions for
Anxiety, Depression
and Memory
Brain health is essential for emotional regulation and
optimal mental function. Research confirms that the
high-fat, sugar-loaded, and chemical-lade Standard
American Diet can harm the brain. The nutrient
deprivation caused by the SAD can go unnoticed
for years. Depression, anxiety and mental decline
are the likely results. This class will empower you to
understand how nutrition powerfully shapes brain
health and to begin a whole foods-based ?brain
health? eating pattern.
Instructor: Chiara Kae
6971 - 1 Sat., Oct 28, 10am-12pm
1596 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $84

(707) 527-4372

6889 - 6 Thu., Sep. 7-Oct. 12, 7-8:30pm
1520 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $87

Ayurveda: Body Type System
Learn about Ayurveda, the traditional health care
system of India. In this course you will learn how
to identify your body type according to Ayurvedic
principles; to perform daily routines for your
specific body type; to make choices about seasonal
routines, food guidelines and food choices; what
the 14 natural urges are and how they affect your
metabolism and health; and the Ayurvedic principles
for treatment of specific health conditions. Required
text: ‘Ayurveda: the A-Z Guide to Healing Techniques
From Ancient India’ by Dr. Helen Mary Thomas, which
can be purchased on amazon.com for $9.95.
Instructor: Helen Thomas is an Ayurvedic practitioner
and chiropractic doctor practicing in Santa Rosa. She is
the author of two books on Ayurveda and has studied
Ayurveda for more than 25 years, both here and in India.
6908 - 6 Wed., Sep. 6-Oct. 11, 6:30-8:30pm
1764 Shuhaw Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $120

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Healthy Living
Traditional Chinese Medicine in the 21st Century
Students will learn Chinese Medicine thought, from the years of the Yellow Emperor to today’s modern
conditions. You will learn cupping, gua sha, moxibustion, diet therapy and herbal strategies. You will get
first hand knowledge as you assess tongue and pulses, the cornerstones of Chinese Medicine. Students will
gain a highly useful tool in understanding health, relationships, diseases and pathologies, from the acute
to the chronic, to redefining one’s vitality.
Instructor: Dennis von Elgg, MSTCM, L.Ac., has been a professor and practitioner of Chinese Medicine since 2002. His
experience at both UC Berkeley and the Acupuncture & Integrative Medicine College allows him to offer a wealth of
traditional and modern medical topics.
6933 - 4 Fri., Sep. 8-29, 8:30am-12:30pm
Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $235 (including $20 in materials)

Reiki 1 an Ancient Healing Art
Reiki is an ancient non-invasive healing technique that can be used for pain and stress relief and compliments
other forms of treatments. In this class, we will learn the history of Reiki, the basics of our non-physical
anatomy, and how to sense energy. Come learn how to do a self-reiki session and how to work on others.
You will receive the Reiki 1 Attunement, study guide and a certificate.
Instructor: Dana Valley has spent her 20 plus year career
in healthcare holding many positions on multiple levels
of the industry from direct patient care to senior level
leadership.
6959 - 2 Sat., Sep. 23 & 30, 10am-3pm
1599 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $142 (including $8 of materials)

Truth in Food: The
Blood Knows!
Food is your medicine! Join us for a two session class
where you can literally watch your blood chemistry
change after following a plant-based diet for only
two weeks! You will get immediate results from a
drop of blood taken from your finger. This course
offers basic biometrics and blood work (cholesterol,
blood glucose, triglycerides, high and low density
lipids) in each of the two sessions. Breakfast and a
light lunch are included.
Instructor: Angela Glasser & Mary Matossian
6844 - 2 Sat., Sep. 23 & Oct. 7, 8-11am
2086 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $175 (includes $50 of materials)

Intuitive Energy Medicine
This workshop will focus on the integrative
approach to medicine: Energy Based Therapy, MindBody Connection and Intuition Medicine. What was
once considered metaphysical, beyond science
or divine intervention is now being substantiated
through scientific advancement and complexity;
the theory that we are building on what we already
know and continually improving it! Participants
will learn to quantify the body’s ability to self-heal,
reduce stress and transform behaviors in order to
minimize chronic conditions.
Instructor: Danille Font, M.F.A., M.I.M, I.H.C. is a Life
Behavior Change Specialist with 20+ years experience in
the healing arts as an Intuition Medicine Practitioner, as
recognized by the Board of Registered Nurses.
6887 - 1 Sat., Oct. 28, 9am-3pm
Dutton Pavilion, Shone Farm
7450 Steve Olson Lane, Forestville
FEE: $78
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Healthy Living - Creative Arts
Lip Reading/Listening Skills Training:
Hear Today, Hear Tomorrow
Here today, hear tomorrow classes are designed for individuals with a hearing loss, however family members,
friends and healthcare providers are encouraged to attend and participate in the classes. The first half of
each class explores how to become an active listener and communicate effectively. The second half of
each class is focused on learning and developing practical lip reading skills. Throughout the 4 classes, the
latest information regarding hearing and balance an tinnitus and memory will be reviewed as well as the
latest information regarding hearing solutions and hearing loss prevention. The class will be equipped with
looping/assistive solutions for the hearing impaired.
Instructor: Peter Marincovich earned his graduate degree in communicative disorders from Louisiana State University,
and his Ph.D. in Audiology from the University of Memphis.
6913 - 4 Wed., Aug. 30-Sep. 20, 5:30-6:30pm
1614 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $63 (includes $20 of materials)
LIFE & LEISURE
CREATIVE ARTS

Beautiful Pastels!
Create wonderful art with pastels, the most lightfast
and sensual of all mediums, used extensively by
Degas and Georgia O’Keefe and learn techniques
with renowned French artist Christian Quintin.
Soft pastels are easy to apply and lead to endless
blending. You will feel encouraged and amazed at
your growing confidence and ability while creating
lovely images that will be a reflection of you.
Instructor: Christian Quintin was represented by the
famed Vorpal Gallery in San Francisco and New York,
which gave its first U.S. show to M.C. Escher and has
also been the recipient of numerous public and private
commissions.
6852 - 6 Wed., Sep. 6-Oct. 11, 6-8pm
760 Analy Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $149
6853 - 6 Mon., Oct. 16-Nov. 20, 6-8pm
130 Jacobs Hall, Petaluma Campus
FEE: $149

(707) 527-4372

Quintin’s Essentials
of Drawing
Learn quintessential drawing techniques with
distinguished French artist Christian Quintin. The
class is for all levels and will introduce students to
drawing techniques that serve as Quintin’s essentials
of drawing. The foundation of the class is grounded
in creativity and fun, but through the use of a
working artist’s tool kit, the exploration of timehonored techniques, and Quintin’s encouraging
teaching style; students can fully embrace their
creative brilliance and draw whatever they imagine.
Instructor: Christian Quintin

6851 - 8 Thu., Sep. 7-Oct. 26, 6-8pm
740 Analy Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $159
6854 - 8 Tue., Oct. 3-Nov. 21, 6-8pm
321 E Wing, Petaluma Campus
FEE: $159

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Creative Arts
Drawing Without Fear
Now you can draw without cold sweats, panic attacks, or feelings of embarrassment that may have limited
you before! Drawing is fun and easy to learn when you get beyond the fear of failure. This enjoyable day
should remove any drawing phobias you may have and open your creative expression for a life time of
drawing pleasure. You will learn to draw with feeling, fun, and freedom and to draw—traveling, at home,
in boring meetings, anytime, anyplace.
Instructor: Robert Dvorak has been making drawing and painting easy to learn and fun to practice for 35 years. A California artist and keynote speaker on subjects of creativity in education, and has authored several books.
6918 - 1 Sat., Oct. 28, 10am-4pm
2089 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $114 (includes $33 of materials)

Create Exciting Abstract
Paintings with Pastels,
Charcoal, and Watermedia
Do you want your paintings to radiate energy and
personality? Do you wish you could paint more
freely? During this class you will learn how to use
a fusion of pastels, charcoal, and watermedia to
paint dynamically and expressively. You will use
underpaintings and markmaking to give structure
to your compositions, but your choice of colors and
textures willl focus on the essence of reality, not on
the details of an object. Result: you will combine
personal experience with technique, materials, and
art elements to create something that is truly yours.
All levels welcome.
Instructor: Susan Sohl
6906 - 4 Sat., Sep. 9-23, 9am-2:30pm
750 Analy Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $149

Drawing Autumn Leaves
in Colored Pencil
Colored pencils are a fun, safe, and portable way
to express oneself artistically. We will focus on
basics of color theory and color application while
drawing autumn leaves. Learn to mix and blend
colors and use pencils to create tone and hue. We
will cover a variety of techniques including blending,
burnishing, and impressed line. We will work from
a variety of natural objects. All levels welcome.
Additional info provided upon registration.
Instructor: Nina Antze is a botanical artist and quilt
maker living in Sonoma County. She has a degree in Fine
Arts from San Francisco State University and a certificate
in Botanical Illustration from the New York Botanical
Gardens.
6873 - 1 Sat., Oct. 28, 10am-3pm
750 Analy Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $88

Acrylics: The Versatile Medium

Mosaics

Acrylics are more versatile than any other medium.
Diluted acrylics are transparent and can work like
watercolors. Applied thickly, they resemble oils but
are easy to clean up. Colors are exuberant; mistakes
can be hidden. We will go over different techniques
and cover tools, surfaces, and brushes used in this
very creative medium. Additional info provided upon
registration.

Learn the ancient art of mosaics. It is a fun and
functional art form that can be applied to many
surfaces and has many varied uses. This one-day
class explores all aspects of mosaics through
examples and demonstrations, including direct
and indirect methods. Students will create a 12-inch
square stepping stone, ready for the garden. All
materials included. All levels of artistic ability welcome.
Additional info provided upon registration.

Instructor: Kathryn Henderson

6893 - 1 Sat., Sep. 16, 9:30am-3:30pm
2030 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $87

Instructor: Kathryn Henderson has a degree in fine art
and has been teaching in Sonoma County for over 20
years-ten years at SRJC.
6894 - 1 Sat., Sep. 9, 9:30am-3:30pm
2030 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $98 (includes $5 of materials)
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Creative Arts
Creative Watercolor
Methods and Techniques
You will watch step-by-step painting demonstrations,
try them, and come away from this class with many
new and easy techniques for painting in watercolor.
If you have had some previous watercolor painting
experience with Mr. Dvorak, on your own, or in some
other class, you will find this workshop will open you
up to many new and exciting ways to paint. Please
bring your own watercolor brushes, watercolor paint,
palette, No. 2 HB penecil, water container and rag.
Instructor: Robert Dvorak

6917 - 1 Sun., Oct. 29, 10am-4pm
1588 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $91 (includes $16 of materials)

Alchemical Art: Exploring
Dreams through Art Making
Carl Jung, the late psychiatrist, recognized that
dreams contain messages from the unconscious
that, when contemplated, reveal information,
guidance and support for the dreamer. Through
two highly experiential days, you will learn a creative
approach to dreamwork based in Jung’s theory.
Mixed media art process will be interspersed with
didactic material on symbolism, Active Imagination
and Jungian thought. No art experience necessary.
Instructor: Felicia Matto-Shepard, MFT and Certified
Jungian Analyst, has trained at the C G Jung Institute of
San Francisco and specializes in the use of art and movement as methods of Active Imagination.
6886 - 2 Sat., Nov. 4 & 11, 10am-4:30pm
750 Analy Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $155 (includes $20 materials)

Figures and Portraits: Oils or Acrylic
Students will focus on painting the clothed figure model and
portraits over the three sessions. Students may use either
traditional oils, water mixable oils or acrylic paints. Emphasis will
be on the study of the head and figure; proportions, values, light
and shadow using minimum colors. You will do a variety of quick
and long pose studies on canvas. Demonstrations, lecture and
one on one at the easel will be given. Some drawing and painting
experience needed.
Instructor: Donna DeLaBriandais is a local plein air and studio artist. She
exhibits her work in galleries, wineries, and open studio.
6856 - 3 Sun., Nov. 5-19, 10am-1:30pm
714 Analy Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $130 (includes $3 of materials)

(707) 527-4372

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Creative Arts
Basics of Digital Photography

Night Time Photography

Do the choices on your camera confuse you? In this
course you will learn how to control the camera for
the best results. You will get more photos that you
have ”created,” rather than just “taken,” and it is
rewarding. On our last session, we will share photos
that everyone took and it is the greatest learning tool
possible. When you invite friends for dinner-- they
will be excited to see your photos, not just wish you
would hurry up and serve dessert!!!

Have you ever wondered why your night photos
are blurry? Want to learn how to take photographs
without using your flash? Bring with you to class
your camera, a tripod, your camera manual and a
timer (optional). Our second class will be a field trip
to San Francisco to capture several iconic photos
and we will meet in Santa Rosa for light painting at
a vineyard for our third class. Wear warm clothes.
Class one and four will be mostly in the classroom,
but bring your camera gear. You will ultimately
capture the most amazing night photographs ever!

Instructor: Neil Silverman & Susan Silverman have taught
and photographed together for over 20 years. Their work
has appeared as the cover of Outdoor Photography,
in Elle Magazine, der Spiegel, Sierra Club, the Cure, The
Audubon, and Nikon World and more. They photograph
for the Santa Rosa Symphony.

Instructor: Carol Santos is a professional photographer
who leads photo safaris throughout the Bay Area teaching people how to improve their photographic skills using
their manual settings on their camera.

6868 - 3 Tue., Sep. 12-26, 6-9pm
1596 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $119

6942 - 4 Mon., Sep. 4-25, 6-8:30pm
1597 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $148 (including $3 of materials)

Photography: Tips and
Tricks For Here and Abroad

Street Photography

Create impact in your photography whether you
are “traveling” to a local farmers market or taking
an exciting trip. Tips and techniques to be covered
are: challenging lighting situations, composition,
exposure, and creativity. All levels of experience
and gear are welcome (even smart phones). Learn
how to capture those magical moments!! You will
also have a chance to win some great door prizes.
With time permitting, images from students will be
reviewed and critiqued.
Instructor: Neil Silverman & Susan Silverman
6869 - 1 Sat., Oct. 14, 9am-4pm
1520 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $129 (includes $1 of materials)
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Let?s get out and about without cameras. Do you
wish that you had the knowledge and courage to
become a Street Photographer? It can be some of
the most rewarding image making ? not only to
capture a moment, a sense of place, or a face that
conveys an intriguing story. We will discuss technical
aspects, philosophical aspects ? how to approach a
stranger, how to see something unique, and how to
?think? about the photo as well as take it.
Instructor: Neil Silverman & Susan Silverman
6955 - 1 Thu., Nov 2, 6-9pm
691 Call Building, Petaluma Campus
& 1 Sat., Nov 4, 9am-12pm & 1:30-4:30pm
On Location
FEE: $138
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Creative Arts
Leaded Stained Glass
This course, designed for beginners (intermediates also welcome), will enable the student to construct a
simple leaded stained glass window. Individual help will be offered in all steps of creation. Sessions will
progress from preparing the pattern, lecture/demonstration of tools, cutting glass, and leading the window,
to soldering and adding the finishing touches. Includes some intermediate techniques. Students will need to
purchase $30-$60 of materials in addition to course fee. List of materials given at the first class.
Instructor: Libby Kirk is a full time artist and teacher, and has been teaching stained glass at SRJC for 33 years.
6921 - 6 Thu., Sep. 21-Oct. 26, 5:30-8:30pm
Creative Ceramic and Glass
5240 Aero Dr., Santa Rosa
FEE: $146

Glass Fusing Fun
In this open studio style class, you will learn several fused glass techniques and work on projects such as
Dichroic jewelry, vases (flower former, wall pockets and drop slumps). Other fun projects include pattern
bars. While working at your own pace, you will receive one-on-one assistance. All tools and grinding
equipment included. Additional glass may be purchased at teacher’s wholesale cost. Suitable for both beginning
and intermediate students. Additional info provided upon registration.
Instructor: Libby Kirk
6920 - 6 Sat., Sep. 23-Oct. 28, 10am-1pm
2070 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $149 (includes $35 of materials)

Pendants, Beads, and
Bails: jewelry making
with silver metal clay
Fine Silver Metal Clay is the most user friendly
material in the jewelry world. In this workshop
students will create fine silver beads and pendants
with various styles of bails. This class will appeal to
the beginner as well as the intermediate student.
With the tools, a large selection of textures, molds,
and ideas provided each student will create unique
works of art, start to finish in this one day workshop.
Instructor: Mary Neuer Lee has been a metal artist all her
adult life and has shown work in many galleries including; Wolfard Gallery, Santa Rosa; Earthworks, Sonoma;
Shidoni, Santa Fe and Ansel Adams, Yosemite National
Park.

Rings and Blings
with Metal Clay
Create a ring and set a stone in this one-day
workshop! Using fine silver metal clay, the most
user friendly material in the jewelry world, learn
techniques to work with metal clay and set firein-place stones. A large selection of textures,
faceted stones and tools to use are provided. This
workshop will appeal to the beginning student as
well as the intermediate. Handouts, lecture, and
demonstrations will guide the student in learning to
create their own works of art to wear home!
Instructor: Mary Neuer Lee
6948 - 1 Sat., Nov. 4, 10am-4pm
130 Jacobs Hall, Petaluma Campus
FEE: $179 (including $60 of materials)

6949 - 1 Sat., Sep. 30, 10am - 4pm
740 Analy Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $179 (includes $60 of materials)

(707) 527-4372
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Creative Arts
Making Bath, Body & Beauty Gifts
Creating your own skin and body care products is a wonderful way to give yourself a treat and to give as
gifts. This hands on class will teach students how to make 100% natural bath, body and beauty gifts. We’ll
be making a lip balm, body butter, body scrub and bath salt blend. Each person will take home the beauty
gifts they made, a handout with recipes and where to locate ingredients.
Instructor: Michele Steinert ’s creation, Michele’s Apothecary was a high end spa product company located in Sonoma
County.
6986 - 1 Sat., Nov. 4, 11am-2pm
2089 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $87 (including $10 of materials)

Knitting Basics : Level 1
Are you interested in DIY projects, and want a
productive, relaxing hobby? This class is designed
for the brand new knitter, or those who need a
refresher on the basics. You?ll learn how to cast
on, knit, bind off and seam while making a pair of
fingerless gloves.

Beginning Cold Process
Soapmaking

Instructor: Alisha Reyes has been actively involved in the
knitting industry for 8 years and teaching knitting for all
levels.

Calling all crafters, here is your new passion!
Soapmaking is part art, part science and completely
addicting. This hands on class will show you step
by step how to make a batch of cold process soap
from scratch. We will cover the ingredients required,
tools needed, and how to safely work with sodium
hydroxide at home. And yes, everyone will be taking
home soap!

6962 - 2 Sat., Oct. 7 & 14, 10:30am-12:30pm
1592 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $106 (includes $25 of materials)

Instructor: Mindy Wright started making soap several
years ago to utilize the surplus milk from her herd of dairy
goats.
6922 - 1 Sat., Sep. 9, 10am-1:30pm
2086 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $86 (includes $18 of materials)

Open Your Eyes with Nature
Drawing and Journaling
Do you want to experience Nature with fresh eyes?
Do you want to notice, understand, and remember
more of the vibrant world around you? This fun class
will teach you the skills and give you the tools used
by the greatest Naturalists of all time. Using pencils,
ink, and watercolor we will create sketches and take
notes in the field at different locations around the
county. Mild hiking and exposure to outdoors involved.
Instructor: Marley Peifer lives in Sebastopol where he
practices gardening, wildlife tracking, and painting.

Knitting Basics : Level 2
Do you know how to cast on and knit, but are
ready for the next step? In this 2 course workshop,
we?ll master how to purl and seam while making a
textured cowl. This course is all about understanding
the fundamental differences of the knit and purl
stitch and how to seam together your knitting.

6904 - 4 Sun., Oct. 1-22, 9am-12pm
On Location
FEE: $124 (includes $1 of materials)

Instructor: Alisha Reyes
6963 - 2 Sat., Oct. 21 & 28, 10:30am-12:30pm
1592 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $106 (includes $25 of materials)
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Escape to the Page: Creative Writing Adventures for Women
Grownups could use more time to swim around in their imaginations! This class is a come-as-you-are, no
pressure, creative writing excursion for reluctant and enthusiastic writers alike. Through a wide range of
writing activities designed to spark the imagination, students will get to know their writer-selves in a safe,
supportive environment. By the end of the session students will feel more confident in their approach to
writing of any kind, and be inspired to establish a regular writing practice.
Instructor: Sondra Hall holds a BA in Art history from Tufts University and an MA in Creative Arts Therapy from Lesley
University in Cambridge, MA.
6880 - 10 Tue., Sep. 12-Nov. 14, 6:30-8:30pm
2913 Maggini Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $138 (includes $2 of materials)

Freelance Journalism 101: Write for
Magazines, Newspapers, and Online
Magazines, newspapers, and news sites depend on freelance writers to pitch story ideas and write compelling
narratives to fill their pages. Freelance writers can make anywhere from a few hundred to thousands of dollars
per article -- and all you need to do is show you’re a good writer with great ideas. With this class, learn how
to break into the world of journalism and write for major publications.
Instructor: Blaire Briody is an award-winning journalist who has written for The New York Times, Popular Science, Popular Mechanics, Fast Company, Glamour, among others.
6864 - 6 Thu., Oct. 26-Dec. 7, 6-8pm, Skip Dates: 11/23/2017
1597 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $158

Writing & Publishing
Your 1st Book (or 7th)
Learn how to write your book from the thought
process to ready for printing in just 10 easy steps.
Then learn how to sell your book to a publisher,
how to self-publish and keep the profits, as well as
everything you need to know about ePublishing
and internet sales. Complete information on setting
up a writing business will also be included. Course
fee includes a book and free consulting via email at
any time.
Instructor: Bobbie Christensen has been a writer and has
14 books in print, including several award winners and
best sellers.
6871 - 1 Sat., Sep. 23, 1-5pm
1696 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $97 (includes $15 of materials)

Basic Screenwriting
Did you know that the average screenplay sells
for $648,000, and that demand for new stories
has never been higher due to the expanding role
of cable and webisodes? This class will focus on
the basics of screenwriting, including how to use
three-act structure and proper formatting to turn
your script into a professional-looking product.
Scenes from films will be shown as examples and
may include adult subject matter and/or language.
Instructor: Anne Jordan is an executive producer, professional script doctor, and author of ‘The Big Secret - What
Hollywood Won’t Tell You’
6919 - 1 Sat. & 1 Sun., Oct.14 & 15, 10am-4pm
1522 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $159 (includes $4 of materials)

Writing with Passionate Presence: A Memoir Writing Workshop
Learn techniques to make art from your life stories, to access your creative imagination on demand. Through
lecture, meditation, guided visualization, and other writing exercises, you will write your stories that have
wanted to come forth. You will generate new material, and come away with craft skills to work on your
memoir. Work with the published writer and workshop leader to start or continue your memoir. Open to
beginners and seasoned writers.
Instructor: Clara Rosemarda is an intuition counselor, teacher, and writer who has been in private practice in Santa Rosa
for over three decades.
6934 - 1 Sat. Oct. 14, 11am-5pm
1596 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $68

(707) 527-4372
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Community Engagement
The Change Agent: Community Organizing in Action
How do we create change locally? How can we mobilize citizens to take action on important issues? This
dynamic, hands-on class will teach you how to effectively organize communities for maximum impact.
Students will learn tools to make a difference in their community, then apply these tools to an issue that
is important to them. Regardless of political affiliations or prior community involvement/activism, this
experiential course will make you a more effective change agent.
Instructor: Daniel Weinzveg has crafted the strategies, outreach and mobilized citizens to pass 45 tax and candidate
elections, resulting in the passage of $2.983 Billion in funds for public infrastructure, hospitals, and schools throughout
Northern California.
6956 - 8 Fri., Sep. 1-Dec. 8, 10am-12pm
1597 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
Skip Dates: 9/29/2017, 10/13/2017, 10/20/2017, 10/27/2017, 11/10/2017, 11/24/2017, 12/1/2017
FEE: $169 (includes $25 of materials)

Tools for Political Engagement
Want to make a difference in your local community, but have no idea where to start? Taught by Santa Rosa
City Councilmember Chris Rogers, Tools for Political Engagement will help maximize your impact. This class
will look at the political process through two lenses: policy development and advocacy, and elections.
Whether it’s getting engaged on an issue you are passion about or running for local office, learn from
experts how to take that first step.
Instructor: Chris Rogers is a current member of the Santa Rosa City Council. Has nearly a decade of experience working
for Congress, the California Senate, and California Assembly working on policy and legislation. Has also helped run five
different political campaigns. Additionally, has a Masters in Public Administration and B.A. in Political Science.
7000 - 6 Mon., Oct. 16-Nov. 20, 7-9pm
1592 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $126
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Culinary
For all hands-on Culinary classes - Dress requirements for kitchen and additional information are
e-mailed upon registration with your Confirmation. Call (707) 527-4372 if not received.

All About Olives
Everything you need to know about olives and
making them edible. In this class you will learn about
the history of olives, its many varieties, care, pruning
and harvesting of the fruit. Greek brine, water and
dry salt methods will be explained to produce edible
olives without using lye. Ways of serving and storing
olives will be covered. Recipe packets will be given
out, followed by tasting olives with cheese, crackers
and soft drinks.
Instructor: Donald Landis has been making Olives edible
for 20 years.
6885 - 1 Sat., Sep. 9, 10am-1pm
1523 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $82 (includes $1 of materials)

The Art of Making Sushi
Explore the flavor and culture of Japan while
satisfying your craving for comfort food. Learn to roll
your own sushi and cook sushi rice properly. We will
make various types of rolls with tuna, veggies, etc.
Everything will be provided. This is a hands-on class.
Instructor: Ilona O’Brien began working as a Personal
Chef and started Island Gourmet Catering and Events in
2007.
6985 - 1 Sat., Sep. 30, 11am-2:30pm
5023 B. Robert Burdo Cul. Arts Center
1670 Mendocino Ave., Santa Rosa
FEE: $116 (includes $26 of materials)

Cooking Under Pressure: The
New Plant-Based Fast Food
The pressure cooker is one of the hottest new
kitchen tools around for daily cooking that’s fast,
easy and tasty. You get ‘next day’ flavor immediately.
Imagine cooking beans from scratch in less than 1
hour or risotto or polenta in less than 15 minutes
with no stirring. Learn how to make your own
stock and how to make amazing soup, stew, chili,
vegetable dishes and desserts. You’ll taste all the
food prepared.
Instructor: Jill Nussinow is the author of 2 pressure cooking cookbooks: The New Fast Food and Vegan Under Pressure.
6931 - 1 Sun., Oct. 15, 12-4:30pm
5023 B. Robert Burdo Cul. Arts Center
1670 Mendocino Ave., Santa Rosa
FEE: $121 (includes $14 of materials)

Bangkok Food (Western
Influenced)
This class is an introduction to classic homestyle Thai cooking. Designed for beginners and
experienced cooks as well. The menu is a wellbalanced healthy Thai meal, emphasizing classic
fundamentals of Thai cooking, laying the foundation
for the student to develop further skills in preparing
Thai dishes like soup, salad, stir-fry, curry, and
appetizers. You will find the recipes easy to follow,
fun to cook, simple, and delicious. All dishes are easy
to replicate at home. The class format is designed
for ultimate fun and education.
Instructor: Phant Worakul (pronounced ‘Pon’) is from
Thailand and grew up in a food business family. He was
cooking by the age of nine and had mastered home-style
Thai cooking by the age of 17.
6855 - 1 Sat., Oct. 28, 10am-2pm
4912 B. Robert Burdo Cul. Arts Center
1670 Mendocino Ave., Santa Rosa
FEE: $106 (includes $19 of materials)

Delicious, Nutritious
Gluten-Free Strategies
for the Holidays
Learn to create nutrient-rich, luscious gluten-free
foods that you and your holiday guests will enjoy.
This interactive class includes recent scientific
findings on gluten intolerance and approaches
to managing it, self-assessments, and Q&A to
support exploration of gluten-free nutritional needs.
Participants will enjoy gluten-free treats an receive
money-saving tips for gluten-free shopping both
online and at local health food stores! Included is
a review of healthy ready-prepared, gluten-free
products for the time-pressed during the holidays.
Instructor: Chiara Kae, PhD, RDN is a Registered Dietitian
Nutritionist specializing in Integrative and Functional
Medicine offering clients researched-based, nutrition
solutions to chronic digestive, weight/eating related, and
mental health problems.
6970 - 1 Sat., Nov. 11, 10am-12pm
2086 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $84

(707) 527-4372
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Home & Garden
Increase Your Home’s Value and Income Potential
with an Accessory Dwelling Unit
Your home is your biggest investment and it should be working for you. Learn how the creation of a legal
accessory dwelling unit (a.k.a. second unit or in-law apartment) can benefit you and your community.
Topics will include types of units, zoning and legal requirements, financing options, and a new, simpler
permitting process to turn a bedroom into a “junior” accessory dwelling unit. Layouts of students’ homes
will be reviewed for accessory dwelling unit potential.
Instructor: Lilypad Homes-Rachel Ginis received her bachelor’s degree in Anthropology from the University of Maryland
where she studied housing patterns in society. She has been in high-end residential design for over 20 years, is a LEED
accredited designer, and a general contractor.
6972 - 2 Fri., Sep. 15 & 22, 1-3pm
1597 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $70

Introduction to Beekeeping
This short course will introduce students to beekeeping with a strong emphasis on beehive management
techniques as practiced in Sonoma County without reliance on any treatment whatsoever for pests or
diseases. Topics include: overview of the honey bee colony; beekeeping tools and equipment; how to start
with honey bees; swarming; honey flow and harvesting of hive products; diseases, pests and enemies; hive
and queen management; and beekeeping throughout the year.
Instructor: Serge Labesque is an active member of the Sonoma County Beekeepers Association and manages bee colonies in five separate locations in Sonoma County.
6909 - 4 Thu., Aug. 31-Sep. 21, 6:30-9pm
1691 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $93 (includes $15 of materials)

Intermediate Beekeeping for
Fall, Winter, & Early Spring
This class will expand on the beehive management
techniques that were explored during the
Introduction to Beekeeping course. The focus of
the class will be spring and summer management of
beehives in Sonoma County. Detailed explanations
of techniques that are used in apiary expansion,
swarm prevention and capture, queen management,
and hive division will be given.
Instructor: Serge Labesque
6910 - 2 Thu., Sep. 28 & Oct. 5, 6:30-9pm
2009 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $58 (includes $8 of materials)
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Home & Garden
Drip Irrigation for the Greatest Harvest
Drip irrigation is not just for limping plants through a drought. Well-timed drip irrigation provides a bountiful
food supply - whether vegetables or fruits - with less water. The interface between soil and water for the
greatest yields will be discussed. How to irrigate based on the weather, not guessing, will be presented. The
value of daily irrigation will be revealed. All the hardware you need for the best bounty will be explained.
Instructor: Robert Kourik is an educator, consultant, designer, and author of seminal landscaping literature such as
Roots Demystified (2008) and Drip Irrigation for Every Landscape (2009).
6924 - 1 Sat., Sep. 9, 9am-12pm
1518 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $89 (includes $25 of materials)

Planning to Plant Fruit Trees - in the Fall
It seems the soil is usually sopping wet each spring during the bare root sales season. Planting can really
muck up the soil. So, plan in advance. Prepare you planting area during the comfort of the fall. Then plant
in the spring when trees are cheaper. Learn how to prepare the planting area, plant to favor the roots,
where to put the drip irrigation based on real root growth, plant on a mound, and other sustainable garden
techniques to promote healthy tree grow and the productivity of fruit trees.
Instructor: Robert Kourik
6973 - 1 Sat., Sep. 30, 9am-12pm
1519 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $89 (includes $25 of materials)

Healthy Soils, Healthy Roots
Learn how to develop your home garden’s fertility and productivity, improve poor plant vitality, increase
vegetable and fruit yields, boost drought resistance, and sustain the health of your garden’s soil. You will
also learn how roots really grow and learn which commonly held false notions about roots are gravely in
error about the use of water, fertilizer, mulch and planting techniques. At the end of the course you will
know how to grow the healthiest plants.
Instructor: Robert Kourik

6850 - 1 Sat., Oct. 28, 8:30am-4pm
1518 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $91 (includes $20 of materials)

Growing Specialty Cut Flowers in the North Bay
Learn techniques to grow flowers in Sonoma County climates. Examine seed selection and propagation to
establish a year round calendar with a focus on your goal of floral abundance. We’ll become familiar with
industry terminology and the top 10 flowers. Evaluate marketing and pricing options depending on buyers.
The Saturday class will be hands on. Seed sowing, soil prep, transplanting and harvesting will be our group
activities, as well as irrigation system basics.
Instructor: Lennie Larkin & Heidi Herrmann
Lennie Larkin owns B-Side Flower Farm and Design, and she teaches workshops on topics of sustainable flower growing and naturalinspired floral design.
Heidi Herrmann owns and operates Strong Arm Farm in Healdsburg, CA, and teaches in the SRJC Sustainable Agriculture Program (for
10 Years).

6915 - 2 Mon., Nov. 6 & 13, 6-8:30pm
2039 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
& 1 Sat., Nov. 18, 9-11:30am
Dutton Pavilion, Shone Farm
7450 Steve Olson Lane, Forestville
FEE: $126 (includes $1 of materials)

(707) 527-4372
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Money Matters
Building Your Financial
Portfolio on $50 a Month

Wealth Management
for Women

Learn how to safely turn $50 a month into $100,000
in 10 years without using a stockbroker, why the
market and economy do the things they do, why
now is a great time to be investing, why the stock
market is still the proven safest place in the world
for your money. The book, Building Your Financial
Portfolio on $50 a Month, will be available to interested
students to purchase for a cost of $17.

Women are a powerful economic force in America
but face unique challenges that affect their ability
to build and preserve wealth. This seminar will
provide comprehensive information to help women
prepare in a way that’s best for them whether they
are raising a family, a recent college graduate, a
business owner, caring for aging family members, or
transitioning into retirement. We will review specific
considerations for women involving asset allocation,
health care costs, and working during retirement.

Instructor: Bobbie Christensen
6872 - 1 Sat., Sep. 23, 9am-12pm
1696 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $82

Introduction to Investing
Do you know that you should invest, but don’t
know where to start? This workshop designed for
beginners will guide you through the most common
investment instruments and the basic concepts on
investing. After this course you will be able to more
confidently consider investment options and select
the ones that enable you to reach your financial
goals. No sales products will be presented.
Instructor: Paulo Moraes & Ryan Cassidy
6859 - 1 Sat., Sep. 23, 9am-12pm
658 Call Building, Petaluma Campus
FEE: $46 (includes $5 of materials)

Social Security Maze: How
Do I Decide What To Do?
Students will gain a better understanding of the
Social Security maze with the numerous potential
benefits available. Special attention will focus on
how these benefits can interact with negative
consequences. Objective is to identify likely
scenarios for taking benefits and how to proceed
in making those decisions, including learning about
tools available to the public.
Instructor: Richard Ogg, EA, CFS®, NSSA has a BS degree in
Electrical Engineering with a secondary focus in business
from the University of Oklahoma. Richard is licensed as
an Enrolled Agent by the US Department of Treasury (IRS)

Instructor: Marie Theilade, CRPC? is a Senior Financial
Advisor whose focus is on developing strategies for
individuals and families, many undergoing lifestyle
transitions including, retirement, layoffs, divorce, death
and inheritance.
6958 - 1 Sat., Oct. 21, 9-11am
1509 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $41

Investing with Impact:
Aligning Your Wealth
with Purpose
Issues like cleaner water, better healthcare and
gender equality are not just the work of government
programs, nonprofits, or social enterprises. Now
investors have the opportunity to pursue financial
goals and advance the world around us. Impact
investing allows us to expand the dialogue from,
?What goals do you want to pursue for your life??
to include, ?What goals do you want to achieve
for the world around you?? That?s because your
investments can generate social and environmental
impact alongside the potential for financial returns.
Impact investing can go a long way toward
bettering people?s lives and the world at large.
Instructor: Marie Theilade, CRPC?
6953 - 1 Sat., Nov 4, 9-11am
1596 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $41

6857 - 1 Sat., Oct. 21, 9am-12pm
1523 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $69 (includes $1 of materials)
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Money Matters - Performing Arts
State of the Art Estate Planning for Married
Couples with Estates under $10 Million
Many married couples have AB Trusts, generally created ten or more years ago, which in most cases have
become antiquated because of the liberalization of the estate tax laws. AB Trusts require a split into subtrusts at the first spouse’s death, which in turn means less flexibility, more administration and accounting
requirements and expenses, and potentially more capital gains taxes for your heirs. See if a simpler, more
streamlined and more flexible approach works for your family.
Instructor: James Krupka is an estate planning attorney with extensive experience teaching estate planning seminars and
classes for companies, public agencies and colleges. He has an undergraduate degree from UC Berkeley, a Juris Doctor
from Southwestern University School of Law and a master’s degree in taxation from Golden Gate School of Law.
6860 - 1 Sat., Nov. 4, 10am-12pm
1597 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $42
PERFORMING ARTS

Santa Rosa Symphonic Chorus
The Santa Rosa Symphonic Chorus is a 60-voice
mixed ensemble which meets to share the joy of
singing and to pursue performance excellence.
Singers should have previous musical experience
and be willing to learn to read music. This course
includes class sessions as well as mandatory public
performances. Singers not presently in the chorus
must contact Mr. Hazelrigg at roberthazelrigg@
gmail.com to set up an audition. Audition schedule
TBD individually. In addition to the class fee, members
will pay an additional $20-$30 for music and will also
pay for concert apparel (approx. $100). Dates subject
to change.
Instructor: Robert Hazelrigg
6954 - 16 Mon., Aug. 21-Dec. 11, 7-9:30pm
105 Forsyth Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
& 1 Sat., Nov. 4, 10am-3pm
& 1 Fri., Nov. 17, 6-9:30pm
& 1 Sat., Nov. 18, 2-5:30pm
& 1 Sat., Dec. 9, 1-4:30pm
& 2 Sun., Dec. 10 & 17, 2-6pm
& 1 Sat., Dec. 16, 10am-1pm
On Location
Skip Dates: 9/4/2017
FEE: $139

(707) 527-4372

Petaluma Chorale: Mixed
Vocal Ensemble
The Petaluma Chorale is a mixed ensemble with
roots dating back to the 1950s and is dedicated to
the art of superior choral singing. Repertoire covers
many genres including Classical, Jazz, Broadway,
Spirituals, Gospel and other contemporary periods.
Previous choral experience and ability to read music
is helpful, but not required. This course culminates
with public performances at the end of the semester.
A short vocal test will be required for new members
and will be done during the first two class meetings.
To schedule a short audition or to ask any questions,
please contact Ms. Manuilow at 480-226-9157 (call or
text) or Lmanuilow1@gmail.com.
Instructor: Linda Evans Manuilow holds an undergraduate degree in Music Education from Asbury University,
Wilmore, Kentucky and a master’s degree in Vocal
Pedagogy from Oakland University in Michigan.
6846 - 14 Tue., Aug. 29-Nov. 27, 7-9pm
D5 Choir Room, Petaluma High School
201 Fair Street, Petaluma
& 1 Sun., Dec. 3, 7-9pm
& 1 Tue., Dec. 5, 7-9pm
& 1 Sat., Dec. 9, 7-9pm
Petaluma Valley Baptist Church
580 Sonoma Mt. Parkway, Petaluma
FEE: $132

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Performing Arts
The Joy of Singing:
Beginning Voice
Do you love to sing, but only if no one is around?
Then this is the right class for YOU! Regardless of
your degree of experience and/or stage fright,
this course will increase your joy of singing. Learn
breathing, relaxation, phrasing, interpretation, and
more! Private and group voice lessons are currently
averaging $60 per hour, but this class will only cost
you about $6 per hour! Includes group warm-ups,
one-on-one singing and coaching. On the final
meeting, you may invite friends to listen! Bring a
couple songs. Bring your sense of humor! Life’s too
short to take yourself too seriously. Once registered,
prior to the start of class, please email instructor at
marvelgardner@sbcglobal.net in order to receive the
class syllabus and class website link. Additional info
provided upon registration.
Instructor: Marvel Gardner holds degrees in Vocal Music
Performance, Music Education, and Theatre Arts.
6927 - 14 Tue., Aug. 22-Dec. 5, 6:30-8:45pm
Carole L. Ellis Auditorium, Petaluma Campus
Skip Dates: 9/5/2017, 10/31/2017
FEE: $195
6926 - 16 Thu., Aug. 24-Dec. 14, 7-9pm
310 Carole L. Ellis Auditorium, Petaluma Campus
Skip Dates: 10/31/2017, 11/23/2017
FEE: $193

Sing with Confidence
Have you always wanted to sing with confidence? If
so, this class is for you! We will explore all the basics
of singing and discuss the importance of body
posture, breath support, diction and phrasing. You
will have the opportunity to sing in front of each
other and learn the dynamic of performing. Whether
you are a beginner who has never sung before, or
you sing all the time and just want to improve, this
class is where you need to be!
Instructor: Bethany Neese holds a Master’s Degree in
Music from the San Francisco Conservatory of Music in
Vocal Performance and a Bachelor’s Degree in Music
from Sonoma State University.
6870 - 13 Mon., Sep. 11-Dec. 4, 11:30am-12:30pm
Auditorium-Admissions Building, Hanna Boys
Center
17000 Arnold Drive, Sonoma
FEE: $178
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North Bay Sinfonietta
This is an ensemble providing musicians with an
orchestral environment in which to perform. The
participants will include amateur, professional
and student musicians from Sonoma and the
surrounding counties. The orchestra will focus on
presenting a broad range of music from Baroque to
Contemporary, from standard symphonic music to
chamber works, including music from lesser-known
composers. Participation in the course requires
an audition with the Music Director/Conductor
prior to registration. Students must have their own
instrument. Regular attendance at weekly rehearsals
and participation in at least two public performances
are required. All interested students must contact
Cynthia Weichel at cweichel@santarosa.edu PRIOR TO
REGISTRATION. Performance dates TBD.
Instructor: Cynthia Weichel has had over 25 years experience conducting and managing orchestras, and was a
long-time violinist with the Napa Valley Symphony.
6968 - 15 Thu., Aug. 24-Dec. 14, 7-9:30pm
115 Forsyth Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
Skip Dates: 11/23/2017
FEE: $125 (includes $4 of materials)
& 1 Sun., Dec. 3, 7-9pm
& 1 Tue., Dec. 5, 7-9pm
& 1 Sat., Dec. 9, 7-9pm
Petaluma Valley Baptist Church
580 Sonoma Mt. Parkway, Petaluma
FEE: $132

Piano Performance:
Master the Nerves!
In this class you will rediscover your love of piano
and performing. You will study a piece of your
choice and perform it initially in a supportive
small environment of the class. The ?final? will be
a concert in the Santa Rosa community and will
be open to public. In preparation for this concert,
we will study various tools to use to control
performance anxiety, assisting you to reach your
full potential as a musician. Intermediate to Advance
Level only. Auditions for class will be held on Sept. 6.
Instructor: Gwen Churchill
6940 - 12 Wed., Sep. 6-Dec. 6, 4:30-6:30pm
105 Forsyth Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
Skip Dates: 11/22/2017
FEE: $210
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Creative Guitar: Tools for Improvisation & Composition Part I
Learning to master the guitar can seem like an endless amount of shape memorization. This class explores a
way of understanding the pros use that opens up a world of awareness. We will explore the creative potential
major scale and it’s seven modes to create new, interesting melodies and chords to use in improvised solos
and music composition. This class is for intermediate and advanced players who are comfortable with basic
guitar playing.
Instructor: Morris Acevedo was an instructor at Berklee College of Music and UC Berkeley. He has written lesson articles
for Guitar Player Magazine, Just Jazz Guitar Magazine and has been featured in the book The Great Jazz Guitarists by
author Scott Yanow.
6898 - 2 Tue., Oct. 10 & 17, 6-9pm
189 Forsyth Hall,Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $125

Creative Guitar: Tools
for Improvisation &
Composition Part 2
Part 2 of the class involves complex chords, the
Melodic Minor Scale and Symmetrical Scales. We
explore tensions such as the 9th, 11th and 13th
which will enhance the color pallet we started
with in Part 1. We put it all together with in class
performances and composition tasks. Some of the
colors and sounds will seem new and exotic & we
will explore real-world examples of how the pros
use these sounds.
Instructor: Morris Acevedo
6899 - 2 Tue., Oct. 24 & 31, 6-9pm
189 Forsyth Hall ,Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $125

Transcending the
Advanced Beginner Rut
(for Guitar Players)
Tired of playing the same old songs the same old
way? Frustrated by limited knowledge of chords,
songs, rhythms, and strums? This course offers clear,
friendly, patient guidance toward more expressive,
beautiful playing. Topics include: new chords;
new strums; new songs; vamping; syncopation;
transposition; music theory; walking bass lines;
treble ornaments; scales; fills; soloing; counting
music; reading guitar tablature; reading song charts.
Classroom activities include dexterity exercises;
demonstrations; lecture; question and answer;
playing while instructor observes. Additional info
provided upon registration.
Instructor: Kay Eskenazi loves to teach guitar! She creates
an inclusive, supportive learning environment, observes
students closely, and responds to students’ individual
challenges.
6896 - 7 Thu., Sep. 14-Oct. 26, 6:30-8:15pm
189 Forsyth Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $260 (includes $7 of materials)

(707) 527-4372

Beginning Folk and
Blues Harmonica
Breathing is our foundation as we take simple folk
and pop melodies and rhythms and invigorate
them with easy but powerful techniques to make
any song deeply expressive! We’ll then dive into
the blues and learn the many tricks and techniques
to make the harmonica cry, laugh, moan and wail
to get you jammin’! Both puckering and tongue
blocking approaches will be taught. No experience
necessary! Required:”C” major diatonic harmonica.
Available for purchase in class for $13.
Instructor: David Broida has 25 years of experience as a
teacher, student, and performer. He loves to share music
with all, especially those who don’t consider themselves
musical.
6932 - 1 Tue., Oct. 24, 6-8pm
205 Kathleen Doyle Hall, Petaluma Campus
FEE: $68
6930 - 1 Wed., Oct. 25, 6-8pm
2030 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $68

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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• 6-18 Month
Format
• All materials
included
• Prepare for
certification
• Student
advisors

Prepare for employment in some
of today’s hottest careers with a
comprehensive, affordable, and self
paced online Career Training Program.
You can begin these programs at any
time and learn at your own pace.

Certified Green Supply Chain Professional

Gain the specialized knowledge to enable a company to achieve
its environmental sustainability goals through global sourcing,
materials management, procurement and buying, transportation
and logistics, and new product development.

Purchasing and Supply Chain Management
+ Freight Broker/Agent Training

In this program, you will learn the agility and precision needed to
be successful within purchasing, logistics, and supply chain
management professions.

Customs Broker

Learn how to read and utilize the numerous reference materials,
classify commodities to determine duties, compliance and more
while preparing for the Customs Broker License Examination.

Salesforce: Power User

This program will give you all the knowledge needed to master
the Salesforce CRM – allowing you to unlock the potential of this
leading CRM program.

Certified Wedding Planner

You will master the fundamentals of planning, orchestrating, and
delivering stunning weddings and parties. This program allows
you to earn your certification and the opportunity to use your
skills in an option internship.

Travel Agent Training

Whether you’re an experienced world traveler or just have
wanderlust, a career in travel allows you to share your passion
with others by offering advice on trip destinations, planning
itineraries, and making travel arrangements for clients.

Chartered Tax Professional for California Residents
The California Tax Professional Online Certificate Program will
help you become qualified as a California Tax Preparer through
the California Tax Education Council (CTEC).

CompTIA A+ Certification Training

Online Short Courses
• 6 Week
Format
• 24-Hr Access
• Discussion
Areas
• Monthly start
sessions
• Expert
Instructor

Our instructor-led online courses are
informative, fun, convenient, and highly
interactive. We focus on creating warm,
supportive communities for our learners
and offer new course sessions monthly.

Grammar Refresher

Whatever your goals, a grasp of English grammar is important if
you want to improve your speaking and writing skills.

Writing Essentials

Master the essentials of writing so you can excel at business
communications, express yourself clearly online, and take your
creative literary talents to a new level.

GRE Preparation – Part 1 (Verbal and Analytical)

Discover powerful strategies for success in the verbal reasoning
and analytical writing sections of the GRE® revised General Test
(course 1 of 2).

Beginning Writer’s Workshop

If you've always wanted to write but have no idea where to start,
this course will demystify the process for you. You'll get a taste of
the writing life, improve your writing skills, and develop new ways
to stretch your creative muscles.

Advanced Grant Proposal Writing

Gain a full understanding of the criteria funders use to determine
whether your grant proposal gets funded or rejected.

Math Refresher

Gain confidence in your basic math skills and start using math to
your advantage.

Accounting Fundamentals Series

If you’re interested in increasing your financial awareness while
also gaining a marketable skill, this series of courses is perfect for
you.

Creating Web Pages

Learn the basics of HTML so you can design, create, and post
your very own site on the Web.

Secrets of Better Photography

Learn how to take better pictures by understanding your camera
and how to use in a variety of situations.

This certification is a critical first step in opening the door to your
IT career. Throughout this program you will learn the essentials
skills needed to start a career working within the industry.

Computer Skills for the Workplace

Court Interpreter (Spanish/English)

Speed Spanish Series

The Court Interpreter program prepares you to sit for the oral
component of any State Court Interpreting Examination offered in
the United States.

Forensic Computer Examiner

This program will help you break into this field by preparing you
for the Certified Computer Examiner credential.

LEARN MORE

Learn shortcuts to help you engage in conversational Spanish, as
you build your language skills to develop fluency.

Stock Trading Suite

Learn how to make wise investment decisions and discover
valuable techniques that show you step-by-step how to research
and value stocks.

LEARN MORE

careertraining.ed2go.com/srjuncol/
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Gain a working knowledge of the computer skills you’ll need to
succeed in today’s job market.

www.ed2go.com/srjc/
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Real Love and Parenting:
Raising Happy and
Responsible Children

Stress Buster Strategies:
Boost Your Health
and Happiness!

Real Love is essential to thriving homes and happy
children. WITH REAL LOVE, NOTHING ELSE MATTERS;
WITHOUT IT, NOTHING ELSE IS ENOUGH. Despite
good intentions, most of us are woefully unprepared
for parenting. In this class you?ll learn: Why are
children often angry, rebellious, and disobedient?
What is the REAL reason you get angry? What are
children trying to tell us (and why can?t we hear it)?
Learn to eliminate anger, and find parenting success

You CAN take charge of your life when it comes
to stress. Get back in the driver?s seat and reset
your GPS to calm instead of chaos. Learn about the
stress cycle, identify personal triggers and transform
roadblocks. The Tranquility Zone method boosts
energy, builds resiliency, resulting in better sleep,
lower blood pressure, and improved productivity.
Create your own personalized stress buster tool kit.
It?s time to take back your life?.You Matter!

Instructor: Susan Dunn, M.A., C.R.L.C is a Certified Real
Love Coach trained by Dr. Greg Baer, world expert on
unconditional love and author of 20 books.

Instructor: Eoanna Passidakis is an empowerment coach,
educator, author, and inspirational speaker.

6951 - 6 Wed., Sep. 6-Oct. 11, 6:30-8:30pm
1603 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $99

Intuitively Communicating
with Animals
This experiential class will teach you how to
communicate with animals using silent words
and mind pictures. Animals are intuitive beings
who respond to human emotions, thoughts and
feelings. This class will reinforce your natural ability
to communicate non-verbally. Through verifiable
exercises you will receive undeniable proof that
animal communication is real. This exploration
asks us to be present and responsible for our own
thoughts, feelings, treatment of ourselves and
treatment of animals.

f

Instructor: Renee Gallegos & Marlane Spillinger
6997 - 2 Sat., Sep. 16 & 23, 10am-1pm
1588 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $105 (includes $1 of materials)

or

Beginning Astrology
This class is designed to introduce students to the
ancient intuitive art of astrology. We will discuss
in detail the prime components of a horoscope –
planets, signs, houses and aspects. The information
will be presented with attention to the history of
astrology and various philosophies that have helped
to establish this major tool for self-awareness, selfdevelopment and self-acceptance.
Instructor: Rio Olesky has been a student of astrology
since 1967 and has taught and given readings in Sonoma
County since 1976. He is the author of Astrology and
Consciousness and A Manual for the Modern Mystic.

6983 - 2 Sat., Oct. 7 & 14, 10am-12pm
1603 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $65 (includes $1 of materials)

Family Emergency Binder
at Your Fingertips!
House fire, impending natural disaster, medical
emergency or even death ? where are all your vital
documents? They are in your ?grab-and-go? Family
Emergency Binder! Includes personal, business, all
insurance, legal documents, property, doctors and
medications, banking, investments, pensions, taxes,
loans, military records, computer passwords, keys,
combinations, storage units, evacuation routes,
contact phone numbers and much more. Also
covers Cloud storage for backing up documents
and photos from all electronic devices.
Instructor: Kevin Boyd
6965 - 1 Thu., Oct. 12, 6-9pm
1597 Emeritus Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $69

Bellydance
Learn authentic Egyptian, Arabic bellydance. This
class will cover the foundation moves and principles
of bellydance that go back many centuries and
inspre the modern day bellydancers that we know
and see today. All levels of experience are welcome.
Come and catch the spirit!
Instructor: Katherine Wolff began studying dance in 1978
and is certified by Bellydance Superstar Ansuya Rathor.
6944 - 4 Sun., Sep. 10 - Oct. 1, 10:30am - 12:00pm
951 Tauzer Gymnasium, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $71

0317-04

6863 - 6 Wed., Sep. 20-Oct. 25, 7-9pm
1910 Bech Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $64

(707) 527-4372

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Recreation
Japanese Taiko Drumming

The Horse: From the Ground Up

Taiko drumming is a Japanese cultural art form
about harmonizing your mind, body, and spirit
together with the drum. A simple instrument, Taiko
also allows you to express yourself through music
and connect with others in the group. This twoweekend introductory course will teach participants
the basics of playing Taiko and simple songs. Taiko
is a physical activity. No prior experience necessary.
Wear comfortable clothing and bring a bottle of
water.

Are you drawn to horses and want to expand
your knowledge and understanding of the horse?
Carefully constructed, interactive horse activities
designed to teach you how to handle horses,
while reading their body language, will be utilized.
You will learn to care for horses while staying safe,
learn about equine First Aid and different natural
approaches to horsemanship. This class will help
elicit your strengths, achieve goals and overcome
fears relating to the horse. No riding will be involved.

Instructor: Sonoma County Taiko Studio is a communitybased non-profit organization, whose mission is “To
build a community of acceptance, harmony, and respect
through our love of Taiko.”

Instructor: Myke Judd & Judy Jenkins

6976 - 2 Sat., Oct. 7 & 14, 1-4pm
Sonoma County Taiko Studio
3325 Regional Parkway Suite #11, Santa Rosa
FEE: $83

Animal Tracking and
Bird Language
Just as you read a novel to make the characters and
story come alive in your mind, so trackers learn to
‘read’ the story behind animal tracks and sign, using
tracking techniques and bird language. Trackers call
this getting inside the mind of the animal. Using
the traditional lore from the Lipan Apaches, from
the San Bushmen, the African Shangaan traditions
as well as biology and the contemporary cognitive
sciences, we will learn to track most of the local
animals, as well as birds, insects and humans. All
skill levels welcome.

6905 - 5 Sun., Aug. 27-Oct. 1, 9am-12pm
Pegasus Riding School
4154 Old Redwood Hwy., Santa Rosa
Skip Dates: 9/3/2017
FEE: $198

The Fall Hiking Class
Do you want to start hiking, but are not familiar
with the area? Or are you just looking to make
new friends, get some exercise and hike in a social
environment while enjoying some of the best views
in the North Bay? Hikes range from 4 to 10 miles
with elevations up to 1500 feet. Each week we will
explore new locations within an hour’s drive of Santa
Rosa. Parks entrance fees are the responsibility of the
student. Additional info provided upon registration.
Instructor: Lori Ament
6895 - 1 Sat., Sep. 30, 8:30-9:30am
1786 Shuhaw Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
& 6 Sat., Sep. 30-Nov. 4, 10am-4pm On Location
FEE: $76 (includes $1 of materials)

Instructor: Jim Sullivan is an internationally certified
animal tracker, award winning artist, and writer.
6890 - 1 Sat., Aug. 26, 9am-12pm
2039 Lark Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
& 4 Sun., Aug. 27, Sep. 17, Oct. 1 & 22, 9am-1pm
& 3 Sat., Sep. 9, 30 & Oct. 28, 9am-1pm
On Location
FEE: $241
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Safety
Alive at 25: A Defensive Driving Program for Youth Ages 15 to 24
Vehicle crashes are the #1 cause of death for people between the ages of 15 and 24. In this highly interactive
class, young drivers will learn skills and defensive driving techniques that will keep them safer on the road.
Participants will learn how to take control of situations by taking responsibility for their own driving behavior
and how to reduce their risks. This section for non-court mandated students. Pre-registration required. Bring a
pen or pencil and a photo ID to class to obtain a completion certificate. Students MUST be on time; latecomers
will not be allowed in class and will not receive a refund.
Instructor: Law Enforcement Officers

6996 - 1 Sat., Dec. 2, 9am-1:30pm
1289 Barnett Hall, Santa Rosa Campus
FEE: $53 (includes $8 of materials)

Traffic Violator School Online (DMV Approved)
This eight-hour self-paced online course, licensed by the California Department of Motor Vehicles, meets the
requirements for those allowed by the court to attend traffic school. Registration is online only. Must have a computer
with internet access. Upon successful completion of the online class, SRJC Traffic Violator Online School will electronically notify
the appropriate courts and DMV that the student successfully completed the course within three business days. English only.
For more information call (707) 527-4444.
Register online at http://www.srjctrafficschool.com
FEE: $32 (non-refundable)

Classroom sessions have been discontinued.

GET
SOCIAL
Connect with thousands at SRJC
Inspiring student
& faculty stories
Facebook.com/santarosajc

(707) 527-4372

Beautiful photos
of SRJC campus life
Instagram.com/santarosajc

Stay in touch with
SRJC, wherever you are
Linkedin.com/edu/21262

http://communityed.santarosa.edu

Right now, right here
SRJC news & events
Twitter.com/srjc
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For Academic and Professional Reading
We encourage you to enroll in the Speed Reading and Study Skills program offered by
Santa Rosa Junior College, Community Education Department.

What are the program benefits?
In just two weekends, this program will make you a faster, smarter reader and more effective
student. You will save time, enjoy reading more, and get more out of everything you read.
When you complete this course, you will be able to read your textbooks twice as fast. In
easier reading materials, such as most non-fiction books, novels, and journal articles, you
will read three times faster. You will understand and retain information better, even while
reading at these higher speeds. In addition, you will be able to prepare for tests efficiently,
without extensive rereading.

Who teaches the program?
Instruction for this course is provided by the Institute of Reading Development. The Institute
has provided instruction for leading universities and colleges for over 40 years.

When does the program meet?
This four-day program will meet on Saturdays and Sundays for two consecutive weekends.
Program dates at the Santa Rosa Campus are September 23, 24, 30 & October 1 from
9 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. or 1:30 p.m. - 5 p.m. Program dates at the Petaluma Campus are October
7, 8, 14 & 15 from 9 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
This is the only Speed Reading and Study Skills program that will be offered this
academic year. To register or receive more information, call 1-800-418-7910. We
encourage you to enroll early, as class size is limited.

To register or receive more information,
please call 1-800-418-7910
Source Code: 999-37-99916
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Pepperwood
Pepperwood is a leader in forging solutions to advance the health of Northern California’s land, water and
wildlife. Our 3,200-acre nature preserve is a living laboratory which is home to over 750 species of plants
and 150 species of birds, reptiles, and mammals. Pepperwood offers a wide array of opportunities for public
engagement via the Dwight Center for Conservation Science, a 9,400 square-foot green facility featuring
classrooms and laboratories. Our mission is to advance science-based conservation throughout our region
and beyond.
For more information and complete descriptions of the activities listed below visit Pepperwood’s website, www.pepperwoodpreserve.org. Pepperwood is located at 2130 Pepperwood Preserve Road, Santa Rosa, CA 95404.
DISCOVER NATURE LECTURE SERIES - AUG. 18, SEPT. 15, AND OCT. 20, 2017

Finding the Wild in Everyday Living: A
Conversation with Adventurer Jason Mark

In his book Satellites in the High Country: Searching for the Wild in the Age of Man, journalist and adventurer
Jason Mark travels beyond the bright lights and certainties of our cities to seek wildness wherever it survives.
In our local Point Reyes National Seashore, a battle over oyster farming and designated wilderness pits former
allies against one another as locals wonder whether wilderness should be untouched, farmed, or something
in between. During this presentation, Jason will weave stories such as this into everyday life, and show us that
we can experience the magic of wilderness even in the most suburban settings. Jason Mark is the editor of
Sierra, the National Magazine of Sierra Club.
Friday, Aug. 18, 2017, 6:30pm open house, 7:00pm lecture
Dwight Center, $10 suggested donation, students free

Tracking our Feathered Friends: Bird
Diversity Trends at Pepperwood
Come celebrate birds with us at Pepperwood! Join staff members Michelle Halbur and Nicole Barden as you
learn about the importance of birds as indicators of ecosystem health and how watching and listening to birds
tells us the story of our landscape. Hear the results of over 10 years of bird monitoring data and how Pepperwood’s bird species, including the Grasshopper sparrow, Stellar’s jay, and American kestrel are doing. Michelle
serves as Pepperwood’s Preserve Ecologist and Nicole is the project coordinator for the breeding bird survey,
coordinator of the Mayacamas Bird Count for Kids, and a hike leader for both the TeenNat intern program and
the SCENIQ field trip program.
Friday Sept. 15, 2017, 6:30pm open house, 7:00pm lecture
Dwight Center, $10 suggested donation, students free

Deep Environmental Consciousness: An Exploration of Native
Cultures and Traditional Land Management in the Americas
Join Pepperwood’s Cultural Resources Coordinator, Ben Benson, to explore Deep Environmental Consciousness, a concept of environmental philosophy that he has recently developed after more than two decades of
research with Native people. This illustrated lecture will draw from Ben’s long association with tribal people of
California, the Southwest Pueblos and Navajo, and the Shipibo Indians of the Peruvian Amazon rainforest with
whom he lived for an extensive period. Ben Benson is an environmental anthropologist and cultural ecologist as well as a professor of Native American Studies at Sonoma State University. He also teaches Biological
Anthropology at Santa Rosa Junior College and he is Pepperwood’s Cultural Resources Coordinator.
Friday, Oct. 20, 2017, 6:30pm open house, 7:00pm lecture
Dwight Center, $10 suggested donation, students free
MEMBERS’ EVENTS
PEPPERWOOD MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO JOIN US FOR THESE EXCLUSIVE EVENTS

Telegraph Hill Hike and Sunset Picnic
Join us on the fall equinox for a sunset hike and picnic while enjoying expansive views of rolling hills all the
way out to the Sonoma Coast. Pepperwood’s Environmental Educator, Jesse Robinson, will lead us on an
exploratory, steep and rugged hike to the top of the less-traveled Telegraph Hill on Pepperwood Preserve. Following the hike, we will enjoy a sunset picnic hosted with gourmet cheese, crackers and Jordan Wines. Bring
binoculars, your preferred picnic items and a blanket to relax on. This hike is perfect for the adventurous and
visionary!
Friday, September 22, from 5:00pm-8:00pm
Dwight Center, free to Pepperwood Members
To register, email Julie Bartice at jbartice@pepperwoodpreserve.org

(707) 527-4372

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Pepperwood
FUN FOR FAMILIES

Family Walks

Holiday Wreath Making

Join our experienced trail leaders for these fun and
informative hikes designed specifically for families
with kids. We will explore our unique habitats
and stop frequently to touch, discover, and learn
about amazing plants and animals. Backpacks are
welcome, but no strollers, please. This will be a
moderate walk of 1.5 miles at a slow pace with fun
activities along the way. All are welcome to stay and
picnic after the walk. Se habla Español!

Get in the spirit of the season as you learn how to
create a beautiful holiday wreath using local natural
materials. Instructor Heather Jennings will provide
a demonstration and individual guidance to help
you create a stunning wreath to take home using
a palette of materials gathered at Pepperwood.
Heather is an interior designer who has over 10 years
of experience crafting and designing. View her work
on her popular blog, www.make-haus.com.

Saturdays: Aug. 26, Sept. 30, and Oct. 28 from
10:00am-12:00pm
Dwight Center, FREE, donations appreciated, all
ages welcome
To register, visit http://pepperwoodfamilywalks.
brownpapertickets.com

Two times available:
Saturday, Dec. 2, 2017 from 10:00am-12:00pm
OR 1:00pm-3:00pm
Bechtel House, $25 per participant ($20 for
members) including materials, ages 7 and up
welcome
To register, visit http://pwdwreath.
brownpapertickets.com

Family Overnight at
Pepperwood
Join naturalist and music educator Ginger Parish and
Preserve Manager Michael Gillogly as we wander
the rolling grassy hills and shady woodlands of Pepperwood. On short exploratory walks, we’ll discover
what lives in the meadow and along the forest edge.
After a potluck dinner and an old-fashioned singalong, we’ll unlock secrets of Pepperwood’s “night
life”. The next morning we’ll look for birds of prey
and search out reptiles. Bring a tent to sleep under
the stars or sleep in the Bechtel House.
Saturday, Sept. 23, at 2:00pm through Sunday,
Sept. 24, 2017 at 12:00pm
Bechtel House, $75 per family ($65 per family for
members), all ages welcome
To register, visit http://pepperwoodfamily.
brownpapertickets.com

Mayacamas Christmas
Bird Count for Kids
Discover local habitats as you search for as many
birds as you can find in the name of science! This
annual event begins with a “binocular boot camp”
where you’ll learn or brush up on the basics of binocular use. Then you’ll work in teams with local bird
experts and explore one of three local ecosystems
in search of birds. Teams will return to Pepperwood’s
Dwight Center to share their findings and celebrate
their efforts helping to protect local birds! All
findings will be posted on eBird.org and used by researchers worldwide! The count will include an easy
hike of 1-2 miles at a slow pace. Se habla Español!
Saturday, Dec. 9, 2017 from 8:30am-1:30pm
Dwight Center, FREE with donations appreciated,
ages 7 and up welcome
To register, visit http://kidsbirding.
brownpapertickets.com

WOMEN’S FALL RETREAT

An Exploration of Pepperwood through Art, Yoga, and Shin-Rin Yoku

At this 2-day retreat, you will explore the landscapes of Pepperwood through a wealth of activities at our
beautiful hill top facility, the Dwight Center for Conservation Science, and at our Bechtel House retreat cabin.
The weekend starts Saturday in the early afternoon, when you’ll embark on a guided hike with Shin-Rin Yoku
(forest bathing) expert Karen Sapper and Pepperwood educator and wildlife biologist Margaret Boeger.
You’ll spend the late afternoon immersed in a nature art activity with local educator and artist Kaesa Enemark.
The day concludes with a catered dinner. You’ll start Sunday with a yoga class overlooking the gorgeous
surrounding hillsides, followed by a catered brunch. The retreat concludes at 1pm. Much of the weekend’s
activities will be held in the field and will include hiking 1-3 miles at a slow pace. Bring a tent to sleep under
the stars or sleep in the Bechtel House. Saturday dinner and Sunday brunch are included.
Saturday, Sept. 16, at 2:00pm through Sunday, Sept. 17, at 1:00pm
Bechtel House $150 ($130 for members), ages 18 and up welcome
To register, visit http://pepperwoodretreat.brownpapertickets.com
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Pepperwood
CLASSES AND HIKES

Public Hikes
Join us for fun, exercise, and learning! Explore Pepperwood’s forests and grasslands and experience
our sprawling vistas as you hike our meandering
trails. Learn how Pepperwood uses science to
actively care for land, water, and wildlife in order to
maintain vibrant biodiversity. This is a moderate to
strenuous hike of 3-4 miles led by experienced Pepperwood volunteer naturalists.
Saturdays: Sept. 9, Oct. 14, and Nov. 11, 2017
from 9:00am-1:00pm
Dwight Center, FREE, donations appreciated
To register, visit http://pepperwoodpublichikes.
brownpapertickets.com

Landscape Painting
Explore the beauty of Pepperwood as you learn new
techniques for painting with oils on canvas or panel,
to capture Sonoma County’s stunning landscapes
with local artist James Freed. James thoroughly
enjoys helping students at all levels to improve their
skills, increase their artistic confidence, and reach
their creative potential. He has been teaching art
and design at the Academy of Art University in San
Francisco for over 20 years.
Sunday, Sept. 10, 2017, from 10:00am-2:00pm
Bechtel House, $45 per participant ($40 for
members), ages 13 and up welcome
To register, visit http://pwdlandscapepainting.
brownpapertickets.com

Edible and Medicinal
Plants of the North Bay
Have you ever tasted a roasted bay nut, nettle pesto,
or sautéed milk thistle greens? You are surrounded
by food and medicine if you know what to look for!
Come explore the world of edible plants found at
Pepperwood and throughout Sonoma County with
Autumn Summers, teacher and program coordinator
for the California School of Herbal Studies. Class will
begin inside with a lecture and hands-on experience
identifying, cooking, and tasting local edible plants.
Then you’ll head out on the trails near the Pepperwood’s Dwight Center for a moderate 1-3 mile hike
at a slow pace.
Saturday, Oct. 14, 2017, from 9:00am-3:00pm
Dwight Center, $50 per participant ($45 for
members), ages 13 and up welcome
To register, visit http://edibleplants.
brownpapertickets.com

Introduction to Lichens
and Lichen Identification
What is that green and white frosty looking stuff you
always see clinging to oak trees? Answer: amazing organisms called lichens! Lichenologist Shelly
Benson will enlighten you with the biology, ecology,
and identification of these fascinating composite
organisms. As the former President of the California
Lichen Society, Shelly has been studying lichens for
the past 16 years. This class includes a lecture, a field
exploration, and lab time to identify lichens. The
excursion will be 1-3 miles at a slow pace.
Saturday, Oct. 28, 2017, from 9:00am-3:00pm
Dwight Center, $35 per participant ($30 for
members), ages 13 and up welcome
To register, visit http://pwdlichens.
brownpapertickets.com

Birding at Pepperwood More Feathered Friends
Join our educator and resident bird expert Nicole
Barden on a birding adventure at Pepperwood! This
outing is designed for intermediate birders with
basic knowledge of common birds who are eager
to take their birding skills to the next level. You’ll
traverse a variety of beautiful Pepperwood habitats
looking for seasonal songbird migrants, raptors, and
year-round residents. Bring your favorite pair of binoculars, or borrow one of ours. This is a field-based
class with moderate, sometimes off-trail hiking up
to 2 miles.
Sunday, Oct. 29, 2017, from 8:00am–1:00pm
Dwight Center, $30 per participant ($25 for
members), ages 13 and up welcome
To register, visit http://pwdbirding.
brownpapertickets.com

Fascinating Fungi
Mushrooms come in an amazing variety of forms
and play many roles in the environment. Sometimes
we see them and most times we don’t! This class will
begin with an overview of the fungi kingdom, followed by a stroll in the field to observe and collect a
variety of samples. Returning to the classroom, you’ll
learn how to closely examine your fungi findings
and identify them using field guides. Instructor
George Riner served as President of the Boston
Mycological Club. Since moving to the Santa Rosa
area in 2008, George has been active in the Sonoma
County Mycological Association and leads mushroom walks throughout Sonoma County. This class
will primarily take place in the field and will include a
moderate hike of 1-3 miles at a slow pace.
Saturday, Nov. 18, 2017, from 9:00am-3:00pm
Dwight Center, $35 per participant ($30 for
members), ages 13 and up welcome
To register, visit http://pwdmushrooms.
brownpapertickets.com

(707) 527-4372

http://communityed.santarosa.edu
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Older Adults Program - (707) 527-4533
SRJC Older Adults Program Fall 2017
Designed specifically for older adults, SRJC offers free noncredit educational classes as
part of its goal to provide lifelong learning. All levels of abilities welcome. Classes begin the
week of August 21, 2017. All classes end by December 22, 2017.
How to Register:
Sign up for a class by going directly to the location and the instructor will provide application
and registration material or on-line at http://older-adultssantarosa.edu/- SRJC Schedule of
classes.
For questions please contact the Older Adults Program office at (707) 527-4533
As class schedules may change, please visit the online schedule for most current listings new classes!

Cloverdale

The following classes meet at Cloverdale Senior Center, 311 N Main St, Cloverdale
OA 501 2367
W 10:00am-1:00pm
Hatkoff A
CLO SC drawing & sketching with water color pencils

Cotati

The following classes meet at Charles St. Village, 42 Charles St., Cotati
OA 501 0684
Th 10:00am-1:00pm Gonzalez-Blue M CHARLS mixed media intuitive arts
The following classes meet at Cotati Community Center, 216 E. School St., Cotati
OA 507 2248
W 9:30am-10:30am
Davis G
COTCOM Zumba gold

Guerneville

The following classes meet at Russian River Senior Center, 15010 Armstrong Woods Rd Guerneville
OA 501 1875
W 10:00am-1:00pm
Prieto L
RUSRIV watercolor

Healdsburg

The following classes meet at Healdsburg Community Center, 1557 Healdsburg Ave., Healdsburg
OA 501 2984
W 1:00pm-4:00pm
Hatkoff A
HCC
watercolor and drawing
The following classes meet at Healdsburg Senior Center, 133 Matheson St., Healdsburg
OA 505 1260
W 10:00am-11:30am
Churchill Jb
HSC
conversational Spanish

Occidental

The following classes meet at Occidental Community Center, 3920 Bohemian Hwy, Occidental
OA 501 2022
T 10:00am-1:00pm Gonzalez-Blue M OCC
mixed media intuitive arts
OA 505 2997
M 10:00am-12:00pm Gonzalez-Blue M OCC
women’s health discussion & aging gracefully

Petaluma

The following classes meet at Jack Cavanagh Rec Center, 426 - 8th St, Petaluma
OA 507 2529 MTh 9:30am-11:00am
Geldert A
CAVCTR brain health, low impact aerobics,
strength and flexibility
The following classes meet at Kellgren Senor Apts, 855 Wood Sorrel Dr, Petaluma
OA 507 0156
Th 1:00pm-2:30pm
Valmore A
Kelgrn
zumba fitness
OA 507 1909
T 10:30am-12:00pm
Stubblefield
Kelgrn
Tai Chi
The following classes meet at Kenilworth Center, 150 Fairgrounds Dr, Petaluma
OA 507 0988
TTh 10:15am-11:45am
Olivas-Navar KENCTR low impact aerobics, balance, fitness
OA 507 2045
WF 8:00am-9:30am
Geldert A
KENCTR low impact aerobics, brain health,
strength and flexibility
OA 507 2063
MW 10:00am-11:30am
Stubblefield
KENCTR tai chi for health and well-being
The following classes meet at Petaluma Senior Center, 211 Novak, Petaluma
OA 501 0689
F 12:30pm-3:30pm
Prieto L
PET SC
watercolor, acrylic and mixed media
OA 501 1857
T 12:30pm-3:30pm
Hatkoff A
PET SC
watercolor
OA 501 2671
W 12:15pm-3:15pm
Marlin-Coole PET SC
watercolor painting
OA 505 1797
W 10:00am-11:30am
Pearson A
PET SC
the path of the artist
OA 507 2020 MWF 9:00am-10:30am
Goodridge B PET SC
low impact aerobics, strength & dance
The following classes meet at Springfield Place, 101 S Ely Blvd, Petaluma
OA 505 0717
W 2:30pm-4:00pm
Boga S
SPRFLD American history
The following classes meet at Sunrise, 815 Wood Sorrel Dr, Petaluma
OA 505 0878
W 9:15am-10:45am
Boga S
SUNPET American history
OA 507 0965
T 9:00am-10:00am
Stubblefield
SUNPET low impact fitness
OA 581 2885
W 3:15pm-4:45pm
Lucas M
SUNPET exploration of classical & popular music
The following classes meet at Valley Orchards Retirement Center, 2100 E Washington St, Petaluma
OA 505 0718
W 1:00pm-2:30pm
Boga S
VALLEY American history
The following classes meet at SRJC Petaluma Campus, 680 Sonoma Mountain Parkway, Petaluma
OA 507 2082
WF 3:00pm-4:30pm
Geldert A
PC 808
brain health, low impact aerobics,
stretch and flexibility

Rohnert Park

The following classes meet at Brookdale Rohnert Park, 4855 Snyder Lane, Rohnert Park
OA 505 0726
T 1:00pm-2:30pm
Boga S
BRK-RP American history
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OA 505 1803
F 1:00pm-2:30pm
Shine J
BRK-RP World Theology
The following classes meet at Rohnert Park Senior Center, 6800 Hunter Dr #A, Rohnert Park
OA 501 1617
Th 1:30pm-4:30pm
Selby J
RP SC
watercolor and mixed media
OA 502 0698
T 9:30am-12:30pm
Burlison D
RP SC
memoir writing
OA 507 0163
W 11:00am-12:00pm
Davis G
RP SC
zumba gold
OA 507 1833
TTh 10:45am-12:15pm
Valmore A
RP SC
low impact aerobic, balance & fitness
OA 507 2044 MTh 2:30pm-4:00pm
Stubblefield
RP SC
tai chi for health and well-being
OA 507 2884
Th 5:00pm-6:30pm
Stubblefield
RP SC
intermediate senior tai chi all levels welcome

Santa Rosa

The following classes meet at Bennett Valley Senior Center, 704 Bennett Valley Rd., Santa Rosa
OA 505 1984
T 1:30pm-3:00pm
Smith B
SC SRO healthy living through mindfulness
OA 505 2012
Th 9:30am-11:00am
Beeson D
SC SRO beginning-intermediate genealogy
OA 505 2018
M 10:00am-11:30am
Newman J
SC SRO critical thinking and the news
OA 505 2087
W 10:30am-12:00pm
Belle S
SC SRO brain nutrition, memory and moods
The following classes meet at Brookdale at the Chanate, 3250 Chanate Rd, Santa Rosa
OA 505 2970
W 1:30pm-3:00pm
Zimmer R
CHNATE cultural history
OA 507 3130 TSat 9:30am-10:30am
Kettler J
CHNATE seated exercise for active elders
The following classes meet at Brookdale Fountaingrove, 300 Fountain Grove Parkway, Santa Rosa
OA 507 0661
TTh 10:30am-12:00pm
Kettler J
BRK-FG balance and fall prevention
The following classes meet at Brush Creek Senior Living, 4225 Wayvern Dr., Santa Rosa
OA 505 2033
M 10:30am-12:00pm
Newman J
VIN-BC critical thinking and the news
OA 507 2534 MWF 12:45pm-2:15pm
Kessel-Rea M VIN-BC gentle movement fitness
OA 581 1808
W 10:15am-11:45am
Lucas M
VIN-BC classical musical explorations
The following classes meet at Center for Spiritual Living, 2075 Occidental Rd., Santa Rosa
OA 505 0709
W 10:30am-12:00pm
Smith B
CSL
healthy living through mindfullness
OA 505 2093
W 1:30pm-3:00pm
Belle S
CSL
brain nutrition, memory and moods
The following classes meet at Congregation Beth Ami, 4678 Mayette Ave, Santa Rosa
OA 502 0700
M 9:30am-12:30pm
Burlison D
BETAMI memoir writing
The following classes meet at the Family History Center, 1725 Peterson Lane, Santa Rosa
OA 502 1314
T 2:45pm-4:15pm
Beeson D
FHC
memoir writing for genealogy
OA 505 2882
T 1:00pm-2:30pm
Beeson D
FHC
beginning genealogy
OA 505 3022
W 1:00pm-2:30pm
Beeson D
FHC
advanced genealogy
OA 505 3104
W 2:45pm-4:15pm
Beeson D
FHC
handling your roadblocks in genealogy
The following classes meet at First Congregational United Church, 2000 Humboldt St., Santa Rosa
OA 507 2974
Th 2:00pm-3:30pm
Chasen J
UNITED exercise for balance & good health (Ejercicio
para mantener el eqilibrio y la buena salud)
The following classes meet at Friends House, 684 Benicia, Santa Rosa
OA 501 1300
F 1:15pm-4:15pm
Little Bear
FRIEND acrylic and mixed media painting
The following classes meet at Jennings Court Apartments, 1080 Jennings Ave., Santa Rosa
OA 501 1913
Th 9:15am-12:15pm
Little Bear
JENCRT card making
The following classes meet at: Oakmont Garden Apts, 301 White Oak Dr, Santa Rosa
OA 501 2538
F 1:00pm-4:00pm
Hatkoff A
OAKGAR watercolor
OA 502 3097
W 1:30pm-4:30pm
Hiller S
OAKGAR memoir writing
Zimmer R
OAKGAR Africia & Russia in the World
OA 505 1841
T 1:30pm-3:00pm
OA 505 2065
T 9:00am-10:30am
Boga S
OAKGAR American history
OA 505 2512
Th 1:00pm-3:00pm
Rege-Harris
OAKGAR exploration of film
OA 505 3126
M 1:00pm-2:30pm
Staff
OAKGAR beginning Spanish
OA 507 1879
TTh 8:50am-9:50am
Johnson P
OAKGAR will not meet 8/29, 8/31, 10/10 & 10/12
OA 507 2081 MWF 9:00am-10:30am
Kessel-Rea M OAKGAR low impact fitness
OA 507 2765
TTh 9:50am-11:20am
Johnson P
OAKGAR will not meet 8/29, 8/31, 10/10 & 10/12
OA 581 2210
Th 10:15am-11:45am
Lucas M
OAKGAR classical & popular music explorations
The following classes meet at Lodge at Paulin Creek, 2375 Range Ave, Santa Rosa
OA 505 1834
W 10:00am-11:30am
Zimmer R
PAULIN history
OA 505 1872
M 2:30pm-4:00pm
Newman J
PAULIN news literacy
OA 505 2985
T 10:45am-12:15pm
Boga S
PAULIN American history
OA 507 0596
Sat 1:00pm-2:30pm
Kettler J
PAULIN balance and fall prevention
OA 507 2023
Th 10:00am-11:30am
Chasen J
PAULIN exercise for balance and good health
The following classes meet at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, 840 Sonoma Avenue, Santa Rosa
OA 505 1801
Th 10:30am-12:00pm
Shine J
SDAC
World Theology
OA 507 2046
TTh 11:00am-12:30pm
Goodridge B SDAC
low impact aerobics, strength & dance
The following classes meet at Silvercrest Residences, 1050 Third St, Santa Rosa
OA 507 2021
FM 3:00pm-4:30pm
Chasen J
SILVER
exercise for balance & good health (Ejercicio
para mantener el eqilibrio y la buena salud)
The following classes meet at SRJC Southwest Center, 950 South Wright Rd, Santa Rosa
OA 501 0111
M 2:00pm-5:00pm
Gonzalez M
SRC107 mixed media art Artes de los medios mixtos
OA 501 0583
W 1:00pm-4:00pm
Martinico C
SRC104 collage journaling
OA 501 1621
T 1:00pm-4:00pm St Thomas S
SRC107 mixed media painting and collage
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OA 501 1835
Th 1:00pm-4:00pm
Hatkoff A
SRC104 sketching & drawing w/ watercolor pencils
OA 501 1866
F 9:00am-12:00pm
Prieto L
SRC107 watercolor, acrylic and mixed media
OA 501 1947
W 1:30pm-4:30pm
Prieto L
SRC107 drawing and sketching
OA 501 2043
Th 1:00pm-4:00pm St Thomas S
SRC107 watercolor painting
OA 502 1885
F 9:00am-12:00pm
Boga S
SRC106 memoir writing
OA 502 1907
T 1:30pm-4:30pm
Blaine S
SRC103 fiction writing
OA 502 2011
Th 1:30pm-4:30pm
Blaine S
SRC103 memoir writing
The following classes meet at Spring Lake Village, 5555 Montgomery Dr, Santa Rosa
OA 501 0108
F 9:30am-12:30pm
Little Bear
SP VLG
paper arts and card making
OA 501 2041
W 1:30pm-4:30pm
Little Bear
SP VLG
water color painting
OA 502 2025
Th 1:00pm-4:00pm
Hiller S
SP VLG
memoir writing
OA 505 2408
M 9:30am-10:30am
Mikeska J
SP VLG
living healthy through laughter
OA 505 3121
Th 3:45pm-5:15pm
Shine J
SP VLG
world theology
OA 507 0132
T 12:30pm-1:30pm
Valmore A
SP VLG
zumba fitness
OA 507 1291
F 10:00am-11:30am
Chasen J
SP VLG
water fitness
OA 507 2668
TTh 7:30am-9:00am
Hastings M
SP VLG
water fitness
OA 507 2669
TTh 1:00pm-2:00pm
Hastings M
SP VLG
strength and fitness
OA 507 2971 MWF 7:30am-9:00am
Hastings M
SP VLG
water fitness
The following classes meet at Vineyard Commons, 3585 Round Barn Blvd, Santa Rosa
OA 501 0582
T 1:30pm-4:30pm
Little Bear
VINYRD creative arts and craft making
OA 507 2694 MWF 10:45am-12:15pm
Kessel-Rea M VINYRD low impact aerobics, strength & balance

Sebastopol

The following classes meet at Burbank Heights Apartments, 7777 Bodega Ave., Sebastopol
OA 501 2237
Th 1:00pm-4:00pm
Prieto L
BURBNK art journaling and collage
OA 501 2987
M 9:30am-12:30pm St Thomas S
BURBNK watercolor with mixed media
OA 505 3099
T 10:30am-12:00pm
Zimmer R
BURBNK current events with a historical perspective
The following classes meet at Burbank Cottage 7777 Bodega Ave, Sebastopol
OA 502 0110
T 6:30pm-9:30pm
Blaine S
LBCOTT memoir writing
OA 502 0705
F 1:30pm-4:30pm
Boga S
LBCOTT memoir writing
The following classes meet at Sebastopol Area Senior Center, 167 N High St, Sebastopol
OA 502 2240
T 1:30pm-4:30pm
Neuberg J
SEB SC
memoir writing
OA 505 2054
M 2:30pm-4:00pm
Churchill Jb
SEB SC
conversational Spanish
OA 505 2993
Th 1:45pm-3:15pm
Shine J
SEB SC
history of Christianity

Sonoma

The following classes meet at Brookdale Sonoma, 800 Oregon St, Sonoma
OA 501 0677
Th 9:30am-12:30pm
Selby J
BRKSON watercolor and mixed media
OA 505 0127
W 1:30pm-3:30pm
Rege-Harris
BRKSON exploring film
OA 505 1334
F 10:45am-12:15pm
Shine J
BRKSON exploring world theology
OA 505 2520
M 4:00pm-5:30pm
Mikeska J
BRKSON living healthy through laughter
OA 505 2991
F 1:30pm-3:00pm
Hiller S
BRKSON sharing life stories
OA 507 1963
W 4:15pm-5:15pm
Kessel-Rea M BRKSON meditation and gentle movement
OA 507 2528 MTW 9:00am-10:30am
Franzini J
BRKSON low impact fitness
OA 507 2986
Sat 9:00am-10:30am
Franzini J
BRKSON low impact fitness
OA 581 2886
T 6:15pm-7:45pm
Lucas M
BRKSON exploration of classical & popular music
The following classses meet at FAHA Heritage Center, 197 Verano Ave, Sonoma
OA 505 2443
W 9:30am-10:30am
Mikeska J
FAHA
living healthy through laughter
OA 507 2019
WF 11:15am-12:45pm
Geldert A
FAHA
brain health, low impact aerobics,
strength and flexibility
OA 507 3106 ThM 11:15am-12:45pm
Geldert A
FAHA
brain health, low impact aerobics,
strength and flexibility
The following classes meet at Vintage House Senior Center, 264 First St East, Sonoma
OA 501 2042
Th 1:00pm-4:00pm
Marlin-Coole VINTGE watercolor
OA 505 0120
T 10:00am-12:00pm
Ferandell J
VINTGE a path to wellness
OA 505 2975
T 2:30pm-3:30pm
Mikeska J
VINTGE Happiness is Wellness
OA 507 0978
T 1:30pm-3:00pm
Kettler J
VINTGE balance and fall prevention

Windsor

The following classes meet at Vinecrest Senior Apartments, 8400 Hembree Lane, Windsor
OA 501 0687
Th 1:00pm-4:00pm
Little Bear
VNCRST acrylic painting and mixed media
OA 502 2670
Th 9:30am-12:30pm
Burlison D
VNCRST memoir writing

OLDER ADULTS PROGRAM WILL BE OFFERING NEW CLASSES STARTING IN FALL!
Check the online schedule of classes for new class topics
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Classes by Start Date
Start Date
8/21/17
8/21/17
8/21/17
8/21/17
8/22/17
8/22/17
8/24/17
8/24/17
8/24/17
8/24/17
8/26/17
8/27/17
8/29/17
8/30/17
8/31/17
8/31/17
9/1/17
9/4/17
9/6/17
9/6/17
9/6/17
9/6/17
9/6/17
9/6/17
9/7/17
9/7/17
9/7/17
9/8/17
9/8/17
9/8/17
9/9/17
9/9/17
9/9/17
9/9/17
9/9/17
9/10/17
9/11/17
9/11/17
9/12/17
9/12/17
9/12/17
9/12/17

Class Name........................................................................................ Page
Beginning Spanish................................................................................. 18
Beginning Spanish for the True Beginner I............................................. 18
Water Fitness......................................................................................... 20
Santa Rosa Symphonic Chorus............................................................... 35
Intermediate Spanish............................................................................ 19
The Joy of Singing: Beginning Voice....................................................... 36
Private Pilot Ground School Course.......................................................... 7
Intermediate Spanish II.......................................................................... 19
North Bay Sinfonietta............................................................................ 36
The Joy of Singing: Beginning Voice....................................................... 36
Animal Tracking and Bird Language...................................................... 40
The Horse: From the Ground Up............................................................. 40
Petaluma Chorale: Mixed Vocal Ensemble.............................................. 35
Lip Reading/Listening Skills Training: Hear Today, Hear Tomorrow......... 23
Advanced Spanish................................................................................. 19
Introduction to Beekeeping................................................................... 32
The Change Agent: Community Organizing in Action............................ 30
Night Time Photography....................................................................... 26
HerStory: Women Artists of the 1700s & 1800s...................................... 15
Survival Italian: Five-Day Intensive........................................................ 17
Ayurveda: Body Type System................................................................. 21
Beautiful Pastels!................................................................................... 23
Piano Performance – Master the Nerves!............................................... 36
Real Love and Parenting: Raising Happy and Responsible Children........ 39
Facebook & LinkedIn for Business.......................................................... 14
Meditation for Everyone........................................................................ 21
Quintin’s Essentials of Drawing.............................................................. 23
Bar 2017: Smog Check Technician Update................................................ 7
Introduction to Excel............................................................................. 13
Traditional Chinese Medicine in the 21st Century................................... 22
Create Exciting Abstract Paintings with Pastels, Charcoal, and [...]......... 24
Mosaics................................................................................................. 24
Beginning Cold Process Soapmaking..................................................... 28
All About Olives..................................................................................... 31
Drip Irrigation for the Greatest Harvest.................................................. 33
Bellydance............................................................................................. 39
Wine and Beer - from Paper - navigating compliance issues to turn[...]. 10
Sing with Confidence............................................................................. 36
Speak Japanese I................................................................................... 20
Learn to Meditate.................................................................................. 21
Basics of Digital Photography................................................................ 26
Escape to the Page: Creative Writing Adventures for Women................ 29
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Classes by Start Date
Start Date
9/13/17
9/14/17
9/14/17
9/15/17
9/16/17
9/16/17
9/16/17
9/18/17
9/20/17
9/20/17
9/21/17
9/21/17
9/22/17
9/23/17
9/23/17
9/23/17
9/23/17
9/23/17
9/23/17
9/23/17
9/23/17
9/25/17
9/26/17
9/27/17
9/28/17
9/28/17
9/28/17
9/30/17
9/30/17
9/30/17
9/30/17
10/1/17
10/3/17
10/3/17
10/4/17
10/7/17
10/7/17
10/7/17
10/7/17
10/7/17
10/7/17
10/9/17
52

Class Name........................................................................................ Page
QuickBooks Basics - Beginner.................................................................. 6
History of the California Dream, 1850-present....................................... 15
Transcending the Advanced Beginner Rut (for Guitar Players)................ 37
Increase Your Home’s Value and Income Potential with an Accessory[...].32
Infection Control Course for Unlicensed Dental Assistants....................... 8
Acrylics: The Versatile Medium.............................................................. 24
Intuitively Communicating with Animals............................................... 39
The Exotic World of Southeast Asia........................................................ 15
QuickBooks Basics - Intermediate............................................................ 6
Beginning Astrology.............................................................................. 39
Down, Set, Hut! An inside Look at Football, Rules, Strategies and Lingo.16
Leaded Stained Glass............................................................................. 27
Intermediate Excel................................................................................. 13
Storytelling for Online Marketing & Presentations................................... 6
From Awful to Awesome: Presentation Skills 101.................................... 9
Reiki 1 an Ancient Healing Art............................................................... 22
Truth in Food: The Blood Knows!........................................................... 22
Glass Fusing Fun.................................................................................... 27
Writing & Publishing Your 1st Book (or 7th)........................................... 29
Building Your Financial Portfolio on $50 a Month.................................. 34
Introduction to Investing....................................................................... 34
Beginner’s Survival Italian..................................................................... 17
Survival Italian II.................................................................................... 17
Transform Your Posture: Protect Your Back............................................ 21
Cinema & Psyche: The Art of Memory.................................................... 16
Italian 1.5 Conversational Italian: Speaking More and Entering Italy...... 17
Intermediate Beekeeping for Fall, Winter, & Early Spring....................... 32
Pendants, Beads, and Bails: jewelry making with silver metal clay........ 27
The Art of Making Sushi......................................................................... 31
Planning to Plant Fruit Trees - in the Fall................................................ 33
The Fall Hiking Class.............................................................................. 40
Open Your Eyes with Nature Drawing and Journaling............................ 28
Business Etiquette: The Secret Protocols of Getting Ahead...................... 9
Quintin’s Essentials of Drawing.............................................................. 23
Using Your iPhone and iPad for Beginners............................................. 13
People First: Creating Powerful Relationships for Your Family, [...]........... 9
The Art and Business of Voiceover.......................................................... 11
Finding your Mexican Ancestors: An Introduction to Mexican[...]........... 16
Knitting Basics : Level 1......................................................................... 28
Stress Buster Strategies: Boost Your Health and Happiness!................... 39
Japanese Taiko Drumming..................................................................... 40
eBay 1 - The Basics of Selling................................................................. 12
Santa Rosa Junior College Community Education
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Classes by Start Date
Start Date
10/10/17
10/10/17
10/11/17
10/11/17
10/12/17
10/13/17
10/14/17
10/14/17
10/14/17
10/14/17
10/15/17
10/16/17
10/16/17
10/16/17
10/20/17
10/20/17
10/21/17
10/21/17
10/21/17
10/21/17
10/21/17
10/23/17
10/23/17
10/23/17
10/24/17
10/24/17
10/24/17
10/25/17
10/25/17
10/26/17
10/26/17
10/27/17
10/28/17
10/28/17
10/28/17
10/28/17
10/28/17
10/28/17
10/28/17
10/29/17
10/31/17
11/1/17

Class Name........................................................................................ Page
eBay 2 - Advanced Selling Strategies..................................................... 12
Creative Guitar: Tools for Improvisation & Composition Part I................ 37
QuickBooks Online - Beginner Classroom Edition..................................... 6
Create a Website for Fun, Profit & Business............................................ 12
Family Emergency Binder at Your Fingertips!......................................... 39
Radiation Safety Course........................................................................... 8
California State Notary Public: Test Preparation and Review.................. 10
Photography: Tips and Tricks For Here and Abroad................................ 26
Basic Screenwriting............................................................................... 29
Writing with Passionate Presence: A Memoir Writing Workshop........... 29
Cooking Under Pressure: The New Plant-Based Fast Food...................... 31
The Great Bridges - A History of Engineering......................................... 15
Beautiful Pastels!................................................................................... 23
Tools for Political Engagement............................................................... 30
From Awful to Awesome: Presentation Skills 101.................................... 9
Spanish Immersion................................................................................ 18
How to Become a Cruise Ship Speaker................................................... 11
Online Marketing: How to Promote Your Business on the Internet......... 14
Knitting Basics : Level 2......................................................................... 28
Social Security Maze: How Do I Decide What To Do?.............................. 34
Wealth Management for Women.......................................................... 34
Beginning Spanish................................................................................. 18
Beginning Spanish for the True Beginner II............................................ 18
French for Travel.................................................................................... 19
Intermediate Spanish............................................................................ 19
Beginning Folk and Blues Harmonica.................................................... 37
Creative Guitar: Tools for Improvisation & Composition Part 2............... 37
Yoga for Neck and Shoulders................................................................. 20
Beginning Folk and Blues Harmonica.................................................... 37
Using Pinterest & Instagram to Visually Impact Your Bottom Line......... 14
Freelance Journalism 101: Write for Magazines, Newspapers, and [...]... 29
The Art of Selling Art............................................................................. 11
RDA Practical Exam Review..................................................................... 8
Nutrition Solutions for Anxiety, Depression and Memory....................... 21
Intuitive Energy Medicine...................................................................... 22
Drawing Autumn Leaves in Colored Pencil............................................. 24
Drawing Without Fear........................................................................... 24
Bangkok Food (Western Influenced)...................................................... 31
Healthy Soils, Healthy Roots.................................................................. 33
Creative Watercolor Methods and Techniques........................................ 25
Speak Japanese II.................................................................................. 20
Using Your Android Phone or Tablet for Beginners................................. 13
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Classes by Start Date
Start Date
11/2/17
11/4/17
11/4/17
11/4/17
11/4/17
11/4/17
11/5/17
11/6/17
11/7/17
11/9/17
11/11/17
12/3/17

Class Name........................................................................................ Page
Street Photography............................................................................... 26
Alchemical Art: Exploring Dreams through Art Making.......................... 25
Rings and Blings with Metal Clay........................................................... 27
Making Bath, Body & Beauty Gifts......................................................... 28
Investing with Impact: Aligning Your Wealth with Purpose................... 34
State of the Art Estate Planning for Married Couples with Estates [...].... 35
Figures and Portraits: Oils or Acrylic....................................................... 25
Growing Specialty Cut Flowers in the North Bay.................................... 33
The Documentarian’s Guide to Making “Santa Rosa: The Chosen[...]...... 16
Conversing Fluently about Italy............................................................. 17
Delicious, Nutritious Gluten-Free Strategies for the Holidays................. 31
Make Extra Income as a Wholesale Auto Dealer From Home.................... 7

Create

The Culinary Café & Bakery
Located at the B. Robert Burdo Culinary Arts Center
1670 Mendocino Avenue (corner of Mendocino & Carr)

All foods prepared and served by students in the SRJC Culinary Arts,
Baking & Pastry, and Front House certificate programs.

The Culinary Café & Bakery
Open Wed-Fri
(while school is in session)

Menu items available to-go or dine
in. Weekly to-go specials. Visit our
website at culinary.santarosa.edu for
our weekly menu. Please note that
we cannot accept to-go phone
orders.

Bakery: 8:00am-2:00pm
Café: 11:30am-2:00pm
Reservations:
707-522-2796
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Santa Rosa Campus Map
1501 Mendocino Avenue, Santa Rosa 95401

For more Campus maps, go to:
http://maps.santarosa.edu
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Petaluma Campus Map

680 Sonoma Mountain Pkwy, Petaluma 94954
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